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I. INTRODUCTIONTHIS article examines the question of whether the Inter-American
system of human rights has effectively applied article 4(1) of the
American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter "American
Convention" or "Convention"),' which protects the right to life from the
moment of conception and, if so, to what extent. The paper carries out a
critical assessment of the Inter-American system's current application of
article 4(1), which stands out among other international human rights
treaties for its explicit recognition that human life begins at conception
and for its unequivocal protection of the unborn child's right to life in
utero.
Section II looks at the American Convention's text and section III ex-
amines the Inter-American Court's application thereof. Section IV con-
ducts a survey of Inter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter
"IACHR" or "Commission") reports and resolutions that directly or indi-
rectly relate to the right to life from conception, from Baby Boy v. United
States to the in vitro fertilization petitions against Costa Rica, and weighs
their authority in the regional human rights system. Finally, section V
explores the role played by individual abortion supporters within the In-
ter-American system and external abortion lobbies that currently exert
significant political influence in the IACHR, by advocating for the crea-
tion of abortion rights in Latin America and the Caribbean.
1. Organization of American States, American Convention on Human Rights, art.
4(1), Nov. 22, 1969, O.A.S.T.S. No. 36, 1144 U.N.T.S. 123, available at http://www.
oas.org/DIL/American ConventiononHumanRights_7-22nov1969.pdf [herein-
after American Convention].
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II. THE RIGHT TO LIFE FROM CONCEPTION IN THE
AMERICAN CONVENTION AND THE
AMERICAN DECLARATION
The American Convention on Human Rights is invariably singled out
as the most emphatic recognition of the unborn child's right to life at
present in international law. In it, Latin American states-parties to the
Convention 2 explicitly recognized that life begins at conception and
granted human rights protection to the unborn child in article 4(1) of the
Convention, which states: Right to Life. Every person has the right to
have his life respected. This right shall be protected by law and, in gen-
eral, from the moment of conception. No one shall be arbitrarily de-
prived of his life.3
Likewise, in the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of
Man (hereinafter "American Declaration" or "Declaration"), 4 a non-
binding regional instrument, all member states of the Organization of
American States5 recognized a universal right to life when they stated
that "every human being has the right to life" in article I.6 The Declara-
tion's travaux prdparatoires explicitly included right to life protection for
"those who are not yet born" and a right to life "from conception,"7
which evinces an original intent to protect the unborn child from acts that
would deliberately end his or her life.
III. INTER-AMERICAN COURT RELEVANT PRECEDENTS
To date, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "In-
ter-American Court" or "Court")8 has not issued any judgments or con-
sultative opinions on challenges to the unborn child's right to life from
2. See Basic Documents-Ratification of the Convention, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R.,
available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/Basicos/English/Basic4.Amer.Conv.Ratif.htm.
[hereinafter American Convention Ratifications]. As of February 2011, states par-
ties to the American Convention are Argentina, Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Ha-
iti, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Dominican Republic,
Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay and Venezuela.
3. See American Convention, supra note 1, at art. 4(1).
4. Organization of American States, American Declaration of the Rights and Duties
of Man, May 2, 1948, available at http://www.oas.org/DIUAmerican Declaration_
of theRightsandDuties ofMan.pdf [hereinafter American Declaration].
5. As of February 2011, the following states are members of the O.A.S.: Antigua and
Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, Guate-
mala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, Dominican Republic, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Grena-
dines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, United States of America, Uruguay and
Venezuela. See Charter of the Organization of American States, ORGANIZATION
ov AMERICAN STrATES, available at http://www.oas.org/dil/treaties A-41_Char-
ter-of theOrganization ofAmericanStates-sign.htm.
6. See American Declaration, supra note 4, at art. 1.
7. See Baby Boy v. United States, Case 2141, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R., Report No.
23/81, OEA/Ser.L/V/ll.54, doc. 9 rev. 1, $1 14(a), 19(b) (1981) [hereinafter Baby
Boy].
8. See American Convention Ratifications, supra note 2.
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conception, as established in article 4(1) of the Convention. Nonetheless,
it will be hearing Gretel Artavia Murillo v. Costa Rica, discussed in sec-
tion IV, in the near future, a case where the Commission seeks the crea-
tion of a right to artificial reproductive technologies that result in
artificial conception and embryo destruction.
So far, however, the Court has referred to unborn children as "chil-
dren," "minors," and "babies" in at least 3 cases: G6mez-Paquiyauri
Brothers v. Peru,9 a case in which it also granted reparations for the death
of an unborn child, Miguel Castro-Castro Prison v. Peru,10 and Goibura et
al. v. Paraguay.II Furthermore, the court called induced abortion a "bar-
baric act" in the case of Las Dos Erres v. Guatemala.12 In addition, in
Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay,13 the Court found
state duties to secure the right to pre-natal health of mothers and unborn
children, especially those belonging to vulnerable communities. These in-
stances reflect the Court's acknowledgement of the unborn child as a sub-
ject of human rights entitled to the right to life and the right to pre-natal
health and development.
A. REPARATIONS FOR THE DEATH OF AN UNBORN CHILD
According to article 63(1) of the American Convention, the Court may
order reparations for individuals who have been affected by human rights
violations committed by states.14 In G6mez-Paquiyauri Brothers v. Peru,
the Inter-American Court granted reparations to a pregnant mother for
the miscarriage of her unborn child. The Court specifically referred to
Jorge Javier, the deceased fetus, as a "baby" and a "child.", 5 Jorge Javier
was the unborn child of Marcelina Haydde G6mez Paquiyauri, a sibling
of the murder victims, who was nine months pregnant at the time of the
murders. 16 She suffered a nervous ailment that eventually resulted in the
child's death before birth.17 The Court ordered reparations for the loss of
her child,18 to which it referred as one of the "devastating consequences
of the facts of the instant case on the [victims'] family as a whole, and
9. G6mez-Paquiyauri Brothers v. Peru, Merits, Reparations, and Costs, Inter-Am.
Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 110, 1 71 (July 8, 2004).
10. Castro Prison v. Peru, Merits, Reparations, and Costs, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C)
No. 160, 1 61 (Nov. 25, 2006).
11. Goiburd et al. v. Paraguay, Merits, Reparations and Costs, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R (ser.
C) No. 153 (Sept. 22, 2006).
12. The Court stated that "pregnant women were subject to induced abortions and
other barbaric acts." Las Dos Erres Massacre v. Guatemala, Preliminary Objec-
tions, Merits, Reparations and Costs, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 211, 1 139
(Nov. 24, 2009).
13. Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay, Merits, Reparations and Costs,
Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 146, 177 (March 29, 2006).
14. See American Convention, supra note 1, at art. 63(l).
15. G6mez-Paquiyauri Brothers v. Peru, Merits, Reparations, and Costs, Inter-Am.
Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 110, IT 67(x), 216 (July 8, 2004).
16. See id. I 67(x).
17. Id.
18. Id. 1 197.
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individually on each of its members."' 9
B. REPARATIONS FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE RIGHT
TO PRE-NATAL HEALTH
The Court found a right to pre-natal health for both expecting mothers
and unborn children in Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Para-
guay, where a vulnerable community suffered from the lack of access to
health services. 20 The Inter-American Court affirmed that, especially
during pregnancy, delivery, and breast-feeding, the state must guarantee
vulnerable indigenous women access to health services, while adopting
special measures based on the best interests of the child, according to
children's rights enunciated in article 19 of the American Convention. 21
C. RECOGNITION OF UNBORN CHILDREN AS "CHILDREN"
The Court also recognized unborn children as "children" in the ruling
of Miguel Castro-Castro Prison v. Peru, dealing with a military bombing
of the Miguel Castro-Castro Prison in Peru. Three pregnant inmates were
among the victims of the attack.22 Eva Soffa Challco, Sabina Quispe
Rojas, and Vicenta Genua L6pez, seven, eight, and five months pregnant
at the time of the events, were forced to lie on their stomach and suffer
other threats to their bodily integrity.23 Ms. Soffa Challco was gassed,
exposed to submachine gun fire, kicked, locked in a cell with no bath-
room, and had rats thrown at her by her captors. 24 The women gave birth
in prison and did not receive opportune pre-natal medical care. 25 MS.
Quispe did not receive any medical care at all either before or after her
child's birth. 26 The Court granted them compensation for their non-pecu-
niary damages, such as "feelings of anguish, despair, and fear for the lives
of their children." 27
Judge Sergio Garcia Ramfrez, in his concurring opinion, 28 lamented
"the extreme pre-natal violence, put in evidence in the brutalities to which
pregnant women were submitted in the Castro-Castro prison [emphasis
added]," as he wondered about "the consequences of this situation of ex-
treme violence in the mind-or the subconscious-of the children born
from the mother's womb so disrespected and violated, even before their
19. Id. 1 216.
20. Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay, Merits, Reparations and Costs,
Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 146, $ 177 (March 29, 2006).
21. See id. 177.
22. Castro Prison v. Peru Merits, Reparations, and Costs, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C)
No. 160 (Nov. 25, 2006).
23. Id. 1 197(57), 290.
24. Id. I 186(a)(6).
25. Id.
26. Id. 9 197(57).
27. Id. 9 292.
28. Id. at Concurring Opinion Regarding The Judgment of the Inter-American Court
of Human Rights in the Case of the Miguel Castro-Castro Prison, 1 61.
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birth [emphasis added]." 29
Likewise, in Goiburti et al. v. Paraguay, the Court found that the State
of Paraguay violated article 5(1) of the Convention, in relation to article
A(l)(1) thereof, to the detriment of Gladis Esther Rios de Mancuello,30
the victim's wife who spent most of her pregnancy in prison, and to the
detriment of her child, Carlos Marcelo Mancuello Rios, unborn at the
time of his father's forced disappearance and born in prison where he
remained with his mother until they were both released almost three
years later.3 ' The Court granted Carlos Marcelo $33,000.00 in compensa-
tion,32 indicating he was a "minor"33 at the time of his father's forced
disappearance, thus referring to him as a minor before birth.34
There is certainly a great deal of room for development of the Court's
jurisprudence regarding the right to life from conception enshrined in ar-
ticle 4(1) of the American Convention; nevertheless, its official attitude
towards the unborn child's right to life has so far been benevolent and in
accordance with the American Convention. The Inter-American Com-
mission on Human Rights ("Commission"), on the other hand, has taken
somewhat of a different approach.
IV. INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION REPORTS RELATING
TO THE RIGHT TO LIFE FROM CONCEPTION
Before delving into an analysis of the Commission's reports dealing
with the unborn child's right to life from conception, it is necessary to
indicate that the Commission is only a quasi-judicial body and its reports
and resolutions are non-binding. A sui generis regional human rights
body, the IACHR is not an international human rights court or tribunal.
Its authority is political rather than legal in nature and its main role is
that of a filter for individual complaints before the Inter-American Court
on Human Rights, one that provides accused states with an opportunity
for alternative dispute resolution between petitioners and their state.
The Commission does not produce binding jurisprudence but only non-
binding resolutions, admissibility reports, and merits reports in relation to
individual petitions.35 According to the Convention, the Commission
may mediate friendly settlements, grant precautionary measures and is-
sue non-binding recommendations on individual petitions involving po-
tential human rights violations, while exerting relatively high political
29. Id.
30. Goiburtd et al. v. Paraguay, Merits, Reparations and Costs , Inter-Am. Ct. H.R
(ser. C) No. 153, at 91 104 (Sept. 22, 2006).
31. Id. I 56(d).
32. Id. 1 161.
33. Id. 1 160(b)(iii).
34. See Provisional Measures Requested by the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights in the Matter of the Republic of Argentina, Reggiardo Tolosa Case,
Order of the President of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Nov. 19,
1993, available at http://cidh.org/Ninez/Medprovisionaleseng.htm.
35. See American Convention, supra note 1, arts. 61-65.
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influence in Latin American countries. 36 It may submit contentious cases
to the Court or request consultative opinions regarding authoritative in-
terpretation of the Convention or its compatibility with domestic laws
and other human rights treaties in the Americas.37 But, the IACHR itself
does not have adjudication faculties and its reports are not controlling on
decisions of the Court.38
To date, the Commission has only directly addressed the unborn child's
right to life in two admissibility reports on in vitro fertilization, and other
less formal reports and resolutions on abortion, as described infra, start-
ing with Baby Boy.39 After Baby Boy, at least two petitions have re-
cently been brought before the Commission, attempting to provoke a
Commission report recommending that Latin American states create
abortion rights and a right to produce children through reproductive
technologies; so far, with relatively unsuccessful results.
A. BABY Bov v. UNITED STATES (1981): A NON-AUTHORITATIVE
RESOLUTION ON ABORTION AND THE
AMERICAN DECLARATION
In Baby Boy v. United States,40 the Commission's first resolution con-
cerning the unborn child, the quasi-judicial regional human rights body
concluded that the abortion of Baby Boy, a viable male fetus, was permis-
sible under the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man
and, incidentally, the American Convention on Human Rights. In addi-
tion, the Commission held that the United States' creation of a funda-
36. Its political influence in the region is fluctuating. Compliance with IACHR recom-
mendations usually remains weak until cases reach the Inter-American Court for a
binding verdict Commissioner. Felipe Gonzalez, Chair of the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights, Address to the OAS General Assembly During Its
40th Period of Sessions (June 8, 2010), available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/Discur-
sos/06.08.10eng.htm; Friendly settlement agreements, according to former IACHR
Specialist Ariel Dulitzky, have a higher compliance rate than any other reports or
resolutions issued by the Commission. See Ariel Dulitzky, The 50 Years of the
Inter-American Human Rights System: A Proposed Reflection About Necessary
Strategic Changes, Ci:N'rizo Du Esruoios Di, JusTicIA DE LAs AMriiCAs, 8,
available at http://cejamericas.org/doc/documentos/50yearsofinteramericanhuman
rights.pdf.
37. See American Convention, supra note 1, arts. 61(1), 64; Statute of the Inter-Ameri-
can Commission on Human Rights, O.A.S. Res. 447 (IX-0/79), O.A.S. Off. Rec.
OEA/Ser.P/IX.0.2/80; Vol. 1 at 88, art. 19(d), available at http://wwwl.umn.edul
humanrts/oasinstr/zoas4cms.htm.
38. The Court has deviated from the Commission's recommendations, either totally or
partially, on several occasions. See generally, Las Palmeras v. Colombia, Merits,
Judgment, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 90, (Dec. 6,2001); Constitutional Court
v. Peru, Merits, Reparations and Costs, Judgment, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No.
71, (Jan. 31, 2001); Nogueira de Carvalho et al. v. Brazil, Preliminary Judgments
and Merits, Judgment, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 161, (Nov. 28, 2006) (total
deviation from Commission's recommendations on the merits); Cayara v. Peru,
Preliminary Objections, Judgment, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 14, (Feb. 3,
1993) (deviation from Commission's procedural analysis).
39. See infra, sections IV(b), (c), (d).
40. See Baby Boy, supra note 7.
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mental right to abortion through Roe v. Wade41 was not incompatible
with the Declaration or the Convention and that neither regional instru-
ment required member states to ban abortion, supposedly according to
the original intent behind them.42
Given the particular and informal nature of individual petitions against
the United States,43 the Baby Boy outcome was neither an admissibility
nor a merits report, but rather a resolution stating the Commission's
views on the state-party's compliance with the American Declaration
only, according to the procedure established in articles 53 to 57 of the
1960 IACHR Rules of Procedure and article 24 of the Commission's Stat-
ute.4 4 A resolution thus carries substantially less weight than a merits
report (or article 50 report) and, like all Commission resolutions, does
not enjoy precedential status. It is therefore not binding on either the
Inter-American Court or on other states parties that have accepted the
Inter-American human rights bodies' jurisdiction.
In spite of its lack of authority or legally binding effect, Baby Boy may
have affected perceptions and expectations regarding the content of the
American Declaration by misleading states-parties to believe that the
original intent behind it was to allow for an eventual legalization of abor-
tion in Latin American countries, 4 5 which it did not. The Baby Boy reso-
lution may have also obscured a proper understanding of the expression
"in general" in article 4(1) of the American Convention, which the Com-
mission interpreted as creating a specific exception to the right to life
allowing for the abortion of unborn children, 4 6 when, in reality, it did not.
A closer examination of original intent and international rules of treaty
interpretation, which this author covered in greater depth in a different
article,47 shows that states parties to the American Convention actually
intended to protect the unborn child from elective abortion and that the
phrase was meant to allow other exceptions to the enjoyment of the right
to life.48
41. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
42. See Baby Boy, supra note 7, $ 15.
43. The United States has not ratified the American Convention on Human Rights.
But, given that the United States became a member of the O.A.S. in 1968, becom-
ing seat to its headquarters since, the Commission considers it was automatically
bound by the American Declaration and therefore subject to the individual peti-
tions system under the Declaration only. See Interpretation of the American Dec-
laration of the Rights and Duties of Man (Article 64 of the American Convention
on Human Rights), Advisory Opinion OC-10/89, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) No.
10, 1 17 (July 14, 1989).
44. For more on the application of the Declaration to non-parties to the American
Convention, see Caballero-Delgado & Santana Case, 1995 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser.
C.) No. 22 (Dec. 8, 1995).
45. See Baby Boy, supra note 7, 19(d).
46. Id. 1 19(e).
47. See Ligia M. De Jesus, Revisiting Baby Boy v. United States: Why The IACHR
Resolution Did Not Effectively Undermine The Inter-American System of Human
Rights' Protection of The Right to Life From Conception (forthcoming).
48. See Baby Boy, supra note 7, 1 19(e). Capital punishment was the main exception
to the right to life debated at the San Jos6 Conference. See Baby Boy, supra note
7, 1 19(b). For that reason, the American Convention later restricted its applica-
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In any event, the Commission in Baby Boy implicitly accepted ratione
personae jurisdiction over the alleged victim, Baby Boy, by admitting the
petition, therefore considering it a person with protectable rights in the
Inter-American system. 4 9 Dinah Shelton, current President of the
IACHR and abortion rights supporter, in her commentary of Baby Boy,
indicated that this assumption that a "person" had been subject to an
alleged violation left open the possibility that other cases of fetal injury or
death may be brought based on this resolution, to her dismay.50 In addi-
tion, even while the IACHR in Baby Boy opined that abortion would be
a lawful exception to the right to life as stipulated in the Declaration, it
failed to recognize an alleged human right to abortion in either instru-
ment.51 The resolution held that legalization of abortion was not prohib-
ited by the Declaration or the Convention but did not declare that
abortion was a human right protected by the Convention, nor that states-
parties had a positive obligation to authorize, sponsor and provide it.52 It
is noteworthy that despite its distorted interpretation of the Convention,
the Commission in Baby Boy did indicate that an abortion without "sub-
stantial cause" would be arbitrary.53
B. PAULINA RAMIREZ V. MEXICO (2007): A FRIENDLY SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT LEADING TO REPARATIONS FOR
PRO-LIFE COUNSELING
The first claim alleging the existence of a right to abortion came to the
Commission in March of 2002.54 The individual petition was brought
before the IACHR by several abortion lobbies: the U.S.-based Center for
Reproductive Rights (CRR) and some if its local affiliates, Alaide Foppa
A.C., and the Grupo de Informaci6n en Reproducci6n Elegida (Repro-
ductive Choice Information Group, GIRE), on behalf of Paulina del Car-
men Ramfrez Jacinto, a fourteen year-old pregnant child.55
tion in articles 4(2) and 4(3). States parties eventually abolished the death penalty
in 1991 through the Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights to
Abolish the Death Penalty. See Organization of American States, Protocol to the
American Convention on Human Rights to Abolish the Death Penalty, June 8,
1990, O.A.S.T.S. No. 73, available at http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/3de4b48
84.html.
49. See Baby Boy, supra note 7.
50. See Dinah Shelton, Abortion and Right to Life in the Inter-American System: The
Case of Baby Boy, 2 Hum. Ris. L. J. 309, 312 (1981).
51. See Baby Boy, supra note 7.
52. Id.
53. Id. I 14(c).
54. See Paulina del Carmen Ramirez Jacinto v. Mexico, Petition 161-02, Inter-Am. Ct.
H.R., No. 21/07, $ 9 and annex (2007) [hereinafter Paulinal.
55. See generally, Tim CENTERit rOR R Roucivi, RIGifrs, TiHE CErrER'S CASES,
http://reproductiverights.org/en/archive/cases?issue=Al&region=49, The Center
for Reproductive Rights has demonstrated a suspect tendency to use pregnant
children in their abortion impact litigation. See, for instance, L.C. v. Peru (before
UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women), KL v. Peru
(before the United Nations Human Rights Committee) and Paulina Ramirez v.
Mexico.
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Paulina was sexually assaulted by an adult man, who was later con-
victed to sixteen years imprisonment; the rape resulted in pregnancy. 56
The child and her mother reported the assault and obtained legal authori-
zation for the abortion at the Public Prosecution Service,57 since the Baja
California Criminal Code allowed for a rape exception to criminal
abortion.58
During their stay at the public hospital where the abortion was to be
performed, Paulina and her mother were counseled by medical staff, pro-
life individuals, and a Roman Catholic priest.59 They were exposed to
pro-life materials and were told of the abortion's health risks by the hos-
pital director.60 Subsequently, Paulina's mother changed her mind about
the abortion and asked hospital staff to refrain from carrying out the sur-
gery. 61 In April 2000, Paulina gave birth to a boy, whom she decided to
keep and named Isaac de Jestis Ramfrez Jacinto, effectively raising him
until present time. 62
The petition alleged human rights violations against fourteen-year old
Paulina and her mother, arguing that the abortion had been intentionally
delayed and that the counseling they had received constituted an "undue
interference" with the pregnant child's purported right to an abortion.63
They also claimed that the prosecution's failure to inform Paulina on the
availability of abortifacients constituted a violation of her rights. 64 Even
though Paulina and her mother voluntarily declined the abortion, the pe-
titioners alleged that her case was "indicative of those of a countless num-
ber of girls and women forced into motherhood after being raped." 65
They demanded that the state adopt regulations forcing physicians to per-
form abortions and restricting rape victims' access to pro-life materials or
health-related information on abortion risks that may lead them to
change their minds on their decision to abort.66
56. See Paulina, supra note 54, 1 9.
57. Id. I 11.
58. Id. 1 10.
59. Id. 11 11-12.
60. Id. 1 13.
61. Id.
62. Id. annex.
63. Id. 191 , 10-12.
64. Id. 1 9.
65. Id. 14.
66. See Paulina, supra note 54, at annex; see also CENTER ioiR REviiOuctIvr
RIGJirrs, PAULINA: FivE YEAiRs LATER 72-73 (2005) [hereinafter PAULINA: FIvE
YEARS LATERz], available at http://reproductiverights.org/sites/crr.civicactions.net/
files/documents/bo-paulina5years.pdf; see also Mandatory Delays and Biased
Counseling for Women Seeking Abortions, CENTER FOR RErizoucienv Rii WEs
(Sept. 30, 2010) (CRR claimed that U.S. abortion counseling laws are "unneces-
sary" and that the materials provided to women pursuant thereto (regarding fetal
pain, decision-making or informed consent, for instance) are "biased" and "inap-
propriate" because they may lead a woman to choose to carry her pregnancy to
term or to keep her child), http://reproductiverights.org/en/project/mandatory-de-
lays-and-biased-counseling-for-women-seeking-abortions.
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Even though the Commission never actually examined the petition's
admissibility or merits, it fully endorsed all of the abortion lobbies' de-
mands and cooperated in their practical enforcement from the outset.67
From 2002 to 2007, the IACHR facilitated at least four meetings between
government representatives of the Mexican state of Baja California and
the abortion lobbies that filed the petition. 68 In them, it cooperated with
the petitioners in getting the government to admit to the alleged viola-
tions and reaching a friendly settlement, the written agreement to which
was signed on March 8, 2006.69 The Commission then held a follow-up
meeting in October of the same year to verify state compliance with the
commitments assumed vis a vis the petitioning abortion lobbies.70
Should an admissibility analysis have been carried out, the petition
could have probably been defeated due to the petitioners' failure to ex-
haust any and all domestic remedies. No domestic amparo or judicial
remedy of any sort, other than the complaint before the local Prosecu-
tor's Office, was filed at the local level.71 Instead, the claim was directly
submitted before the IACHR, in contravention of general principles of
international law recognized by the American Convention in article
46(1)(a), which provides that remedies under domestic law must have
been pursued and exhausted before resorting to international human
rights bodies.72 The petitioning abortion advocates argued they were
"prevented" from exhausting local remedies supposedly due to Paulina's
"forced" consent in declining the abortion.73 The Commission never ad-
dressed whether these circumstances fit into the exceptions to the exhaus-
tion of domestic remedies permitted by article 46(2)(b); that is, whether
the petitioners were effectively denied a right to access domestic reme-
dies or whether they simply chose not to, in light of the obvious fact that
they had no legal claim before a court of law. 7 4
Similarly, conflicting issues of substance, such as the unborn child's
right to life from conception, children's rights, freedom of expression for
pro-life individuals, and conscience rights for physicians arising from the
petition were never examined by the Commission.75 The question of
whether children, or adults for that matter, had a protected right to abor-
tion under the American Convention was not addressed; the fact that
Paulina, like the victim's mother in Baby Boy, was a minor child was
ignored.76 In addition, as in James Demers v. Canada,77 the Commission
67. See Paulina, supra note 54, 24.
68. Id. T 5-8.
69. Id. T 16.
70. Id. T 8.
71. See PAULINA: FIVE YEARS LATER, supra note 66.
72. See American Declaration, supra note 4.
73. Paulina, supra note 54, $ 15.
74. See Paulina, supra note 54.
75. See id.
76. See id.
77. James Demers v. Canada, Petition 225-04, Inter- Am. Ct. H.R., No. 85/06 (2007),
[hereinafter Demers].
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could have examined whether pro-life speech and pro-life counseling
were protected by article IV of the American Declaration or article 13 of
the American Convention, but did not.7 8
Eventually, without any substantial analysis or further explanation, the
Commission simply stated that the settlement was "compatible with the
object and purpose of the American Convention" and approved the
friendly settlement signed by the parties in March of 2006.79 The state of
Baja California, poorly represented, made no challenges to the petition's
admissibility or merits and succumbed to all of the abortion lobbies' alle-
gations, committing itself to comply with all of their demands.80
The friendly settlement agreement strikingly resembled a tort agree-
ment in an American "wrongful life" action (except for the fact that this
case involved an entirely healthy child.) In it, the state agreed to give
generous reparations in cash, around 700,000 pesos-the equivalent of ap-
proximately USD $66,000 in March 200681-and kind to Paulina and her
child, Isaac de Jesus, whose unwanted birth allegedly resulted in "conse-
quential damages" and "moral damages" to her.82 The amount included,
aside from said damages, assistance for housing and maintenance ex-
penses, school enrollment fees, school supplies, and transportation. 83 The
state thus assumed full financial "liability" for all expenses relating to
Isaac's childrearing and education.84 In addition, it committed itself to
granting Paulina and Isaac generous social assistance (the kind that per-
haps should be made available to all low-income single mothers) such as
school vouchers, free health care until Isaac's age of majority, free coun-
seling, financial and technical assistance in setting up a grocery store, and
permanent education assistance for Isaac.85 Surprisingly, the state also
granted the abortion lobbies' reparations in kind, such as a computer and
a printer that were handed out to them "as a one-off presentation." 86
In addition, the government of Baja California undertook astounding
commitments vis a vis the Center for Reproductive Rights under the
Commission's supervision and approval:87
- To submit the CRR's legislative proposals furthering abortion rights
for women and pregnant children before the State Congress for their
approval.
78. See Paulina, supra note 54.
79. Id. TT 18, 24.
80. Id.
81. The Economist Currency Converter, Timw ECONOMisT, http://www.economist.com/
markets/currency/fullconverter.cfm (last visited June 21, 2011).
82. Paulina, supra note 54, 1 16, items 1, 9.
83. Id. 1 16, items 2-3, 6.
84. Id.
85. Id. 1 16, items 2-4, 6, 8.
86. Id. 1 16, item 7.
87. Id. 1 16, item 12.
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- To consult with CRR before the approval of the preliminary draft of
an amendment to the government protocol (Official Standard) for
treatment of victims of sexual violence.
- To contract out to CRR for training courses on reproductive rights
and abortion, to be imparted to the staff of the Attorney General's
Office and the Health Ministry of Baja California.
To instruct state health services and agencies to strengthen their
commitment to ensuring women's access to abortion.
- To carry out comprehensive research on abortion in Mexico for the
CRR.
Remarkably, at the time of the IACHR's report, March of 2007, the
State had actually complied with all but the last item above.88 Baja Cali-
fornia Sur eventually reformed its Criminal Code to create an additional
"health" exception to the criminalization of abortion and to establish
lower penalties for illegal abortion.89 The State also reformed its Crimi-
nal Procedure Code to facilitate access to abortion of children conceived
by rape.90 These reforms entered into force in September of 2005.91
The State of Baja California also issued a Public Acknowledgement of
Responsibility, published in the local newspapers La Voz de la Frontera
and La Crdnica on December 30, 2005, as well as in the Official Gazette
of the State of Baja California on February 10, 2006.92 The statement
generally invoked international treaties and conventions signed by Mex-
ico, and suggested that the absence of an appropriate body of regulations
forcing physicians to perform abortions and restricting rape victims' ac-
cess to pro-life materials or health related information on abortion risks
that may lead them to change their decision to abort,93 resulted in the
violation of Paulina del Carmen Ramfrez Jacinto's "human rights" which
"prevented her from availing herself of the "right" she was
demanding." 94
The Commission celebrated the agreement while vaguely alluding to
the Convention of Bel6m do ParA, women's rights, health care services,
rights of equality, non-discrimination and gender-based violence.95 It
welcomed the State's good faith "in complying with its treaty obliga-
88. Id. 1 22.
89. C6digo Penal Para El Estado de Baja California Sur [CP] [Penal Code for the
State of Baja California], as amended, art. 252, Boletin Oficial del Gobierno del
Estado de Baja California Sur, 20 de Marzo de 2005 (Mex.); HUMAN Riirs
WATrcl, Tin- SECONo ASSAULT: OBSTRUCHNo AccEss ro LLGAi AnoRTnoN AF-
TnE RAPE IN MEXICO (2006), available at http://www.hrw.org/reports/2006/mex-
ico0306/4.htm.
90. HUMAN Ricirs WATCH, supra note 89.
91. Id.
92. Id.
93. Id. Annex; See also CRR report, Paulina 5 years later, (June 01, 2005), http://
reproductiverights.org/en/document/paulina-five-years-later-spanish.
94. Paulina, Annex, Official Journal, Gov't of the State of Baja California, Public Ac-
knowledgment of Responsibility, Paulina Ramirez Jacinto, P-161/02/02, available at
http://www.hrw.org/reports/2006/mexico0306/4.htm.
95. Paulina, supra note 54 19 18-19.
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tions"9 6 and exhorted other states' parties to adopt criminal, civil, or ad-
ministrative measures in order to ensure that "incidents," such as
counseling of a pregnant teen to carry her pregnancy to term or delaying
a minor's abortion, "are duly sanctioned and do not enjoy impunity."97
Like any friendly settlement reports under article 49 of the Conven-
tion, Paulina is a non-authoritative application of the American Conven-
tion and lacks precedential value. The friendly settlement process at the
IACHR did, however, exert significant political pressure in the Mexican
State of Baja California, which went to great lengths to comply with the
petitioners' requests, supported by the Commission.98 Perhaps under the
incorrect belief that it was in violation of inexistent state obligations to
provide abortions or favor pro-abortion views in patients' right to infor-
mation and that any resistance to the alleged claims would lead to pro-
tracted, costly international litigation, the state went to the point of
reforming its domestic laws in an attempt to satisfy the Commission and
the abortion lobbies involved in the petition.9 9
But, the Commission's pressure to create abortion rights only produced
temporary effects in Baja California. After Paulina, in October 2008, the
state legislature approved a constitutional amendment protecting the
right to life from conception, stating: "[F]rom the moment in which an
individual is conceived, he enters under the protection of the law, and is
treated as a born person for all corresponding legal effects, until his natu-
ral or non-induced death." 00 The constitution prevails over secondary
laws in Mexico, so the amendment would annul incompatible provisions
in Criminal Codes and similar laws adopted as a result of Paulina.
Meanwhile, the abortion lobbies involved in Paulina have continued to
use the IACHR petition system to further abortion rights by challenging
similar personhood amendments in other Mexican states. For instance, in
August 2009, GIRE (Assisted Reproduction Information Group), along
with the Academia Morelense de Derecho Humanos (Human Rights
Academy of Morelos) and the Centro de Investigaci6n y Andlisis Fundar
(Fundar Center for Analysis and Research)101 filed a petition against
96. Id. 17.
97. Id. 9 26.
98. Id. 19 24, 25.
99. Id. annex 3.
100. Constituci6n Politica del Estado Libre y Soberano de Baja California [C.P.], art. 7,
Peri6dico Oficial, 16 de Augusto de 1953 (Mex.). The original text in Spanish
reads: "[D]e igual manera esta norma fundamental tutela el derecho a la vida, al
sustentar que desde el momento en que un individuo es concebido, entra bajo la
protecci6n de la ley y se le reputa como nacido para todos los efectos legales cor-
respondientes, hasta su muerte natural o no inducida." Id.
101. Shane Osante, D1132 Interviene la Comisi6n Interamericana de Derechos Huma-
nos en Morelos (The Human Rights Commission Intervenes in Morelos), DIARIO Y
SEMANARIO DEBATE, Aug. 7, 2009, available at http://diariodebate.info/index2.
php?option=com-content&do_pdf=1&id=14133; see also Matthew Cullinan Hoff-
man, Mexican Pro-Life and Pro-Abortion Groups Duel in Interamerican Court of
Human Rights (Aug. 27, 2009), http://www.!ifesitenews.com/dn/2009/aug/0908
2701.html.
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Mexico for the Morelos State Human Life Amendment, which, like that
of Baja California, amended the state Constitution to protect life from
the moment of conception. No admissibility or any other kind of report
has been issued by the IACHR on this petition as of February 2011.102
C. JAMES DEMERS V. CANADA: AN ADMISSIBILITY REPORT THAT
REFUSED TO ADDRESS THE UNBORN CHILD'S RIGHT To LIFE
James Demers v. Canada was a petition involving a pro-life activist's
freedom of expression and speech, and a claim for violation of unborn
children's right to life was rejected.103 The petitioner, James Demers, a
resident of British Columbia, Canada, was arrested pursuant to the Cana-
dian Abortion Services Act in December of 1996 for peacefully protesting
outside a Vancouver abortion clinic. 104 He was found to be in violation of
the Abortion Services Access Zone Regulation, a zoning regulation that
made it illegal to disseminate pro-life materials and information on abor-
tion within thirty meters of an abortion clinic.105
Ironically, the day Demers was arrested he was standing quietly with a
sign bearing a citation of article 4(1) of the American Convention.106 In
1997, Demers was convicted in the Provincial Court of British Columbia
at Vancouver. 0 7 His appeals to the Supreme Court of Columbia in 1999
and the Court of Appeals for British Columbia in 2003 were subsequently
dismissed, thus exhausting all domestic remedies.108 In 2005, Demers
submitted the petition against Canada before the IACHR, alleging
human rights violations against himself, as well as hundreds of thousands
of unborn children, and their mothers.109
Like the United States, Canada never signed or ratified the American
Convention on Human Rights, nor did it accept its additional protocols
or the jurisdiction of the Inter-American Court.1'0 Therefore, the Com-
mission, consistent with its practice for petitions against Canada and the
United States, applied the American Declaration only, in virtue of article
23 of its Rules of Procedure and deriving its jurisdiction from the O.A.S.
Charter."' The report thus examined whether James Demers's petition
alleging state responsibility for violations of the American Declaration
was admissible.
The Commission concluded that the facts pertaining to alleged viola-
tions of article IV of the American Declaration (right to freedom of ex-
102. Angela Castellano, Association for Women's Rights in Development, Mexico: Wo-
men Fight "Personhood" Laws (Sept. 23, 2009), http://www.awid.org/News-Analy-
sis/Women-s-Rights-in-the-News2/Mexico-Women-Fight-Personhood-Laws.
103. Demers, supra note 77 1 3.
104. Id. $1 12-13.
105. Id. 9 13.
106. Id. $ 12.
107. Id. 16.
108. Id.
109. Id. 1 2.
110. American Convention Ratifications, supra note 2.
111. Demers, supra note 77 1 40.
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pression), as stated in the petition, constituted prima facie violations of
the American Declaration and the petition was declared admissible in
that regard.11 2 Thus, in theory, the Commission or the Inter-American
Court of Human Rights may eventually find that the Abortion Services
Act and the Abortion Services Access Zone Regulation prevent a person
from protesting and setting a 30-meter anti-free-speech zone around
abortion clinics, criminalizing communication with patients or dissemina-
tion of pro-life materials or information on abortion to be directly contra-
dictory to article IV of the American Declaration, which reads: "Every
person has the right to freedom of investigation, of opinion, and of the
expression and dissemination of ideas, by any medium whatsoever."1 3
The petition was, however, declared inadmissible regarding claims of
violations against aborted children and their mothers under articles I,
VII, XIII, XVII, and XXIX of the American Declaration, due to the
stated vagueness of the petitioner's claim which derived in a lack of juris-
diction ratione personae.114 The petitioner made a general claim for right
to life violations "against hundreds of thousands of unborn children and
their mothers." 15 The unnamed and indeterminate number of victims
was found by the Commission to be insufficient to satisfy the require-
ments of article 23 of the Commission's Rules of Procedure, which re-
quires petitioners to point out individual victims of human rights
violations.116
On one hand, the Commission correctly stated that while a petitioner
has liberal standing before it, meaning he can bring a claim on behalf of
others-in this case aborted unborn children and their mothers-he or she
must indicate a specific victim whose rights under the Convention have
been specifically violated.' '7 The Baby Boy petition can be distinguished
here by the fact that the victim, Baby Boy, was a distinct individual: the
aborted viable male fetus of a pregnant teenager. The Commission recal-
led that it previously disallowed petitioners to represent an "indetermi-
nate group of persons,"" 8 and applied the same reasoning in Demers
where it deemed that the petitioner's mere reference to "unborn children
and their mothers" was insufficient and that victims should be "suffi-
ciently specific, defined and identifiable" in the petition.' 19
On the other hand, it seems unusual for the Commission to partially
reject a petition on a technical objection without allowing the petitioner
to amend his complaint, despite the fact that Mr. Demers attempted to do
112. Id. 9 62.
113. Id. 9 61.
114. Id. 9 45.
115. Id. 9 2.
116. Id. 9 45.
117. Id. 9 44.
118. Id. (citing inadmissibility of the petition in Felix Roman Esparragoza Gonzalez et.
al. v. Venezuela, Petition 12.210, Inter-Am Ct. H.R., Report No. 48/04, OEA/
Ser.L/V/I1.122, doc. 5 rev. 1, (2004)).
119. Demers, supra note 77 1 45.
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so,1 20 and even though the Commission allowed petitioners to amend
similar anonymous and generic complaints in other cases, such as Petition
12.361 against Costa Rica.121 In that case, the IACHR not only allowed
petitioners to amend their complaint by identifying alleged victims of re-
productive rights' violations almost two years after the petition had been
submitted, 12 2 but it also allowed them to expand on the substantive alle-
gations against the State.123 Petitioners in Petition 12.361 were adult indi-
viduals who had undergone IVF treatment but simply did not want to
disclose their identities in order to protect their personal privacy.124
Abortion victims, however, do not choose anonymity. They are unborn
children without given names or any form of legal identification and on
whom autopsies are not performed. Their bodies are usually discarded as
biological waste. Demers argued he was bringing a petition on these vic-
tims' behalf because they never were given recognition as persons before
Canadian law in the first place. 1 2 5 Given that abortion enjoys legal pro-
tection in Canada, the petitioner faced exceptional difficulties in accu-
rately identifying specific, defined victims (i.e. unborn children or their
mothers) since identifying information of women who had abortions is
protected by privacy laws and not available to the public. The petitioner
thus experienced particular obstacles in overcoming the Commission's ac-
tive legitimation standard, which required Demers to prove he was a rep-
resentative of the said abortion victims in order to justify his liberal
standing before the Commission.12 6
In other petitions, the Commission applied a greater degree of flexibil-
ity towards petitioners, particularly at the admissibility stage. In Petition
12.361, for instance, the Commission said "the occasion of presenting the
petition and that of declaring admissibility are distinct. Article 33 of the
IACHR's rules of procedure ... empowers the Commission to ask the
petitioner to fulfill the requirements omitted in the petition, when the
Commission considers that the petition is inadmissible or incomplete." 12 7
Furthermore it emphasized that:
120. Id. $ 3.
121. Ana Victoria Sanchez Villalobos and Others v. Costa Rica, Petition 12.361, Inter-
Am. C.H.R., Report No. 25/04, OEA/Ser.L./V/II.122, doc. 5 rev. 1, para. 69 (2004)
[hereinafter Petition 12.361].
122. Id. $$ 46, 47. The State argued that the petitioner had "failed to identify the vic-
tims individually at the proper time during the proceedings, and [had] not estab-
lish[ed] the relationship between those victims and the case in question." Id. 41.
"The petitioner argued at first that the victims in the present case could not be
identified individually because they chose confidentiality in order to avoid interfer-
ence in their private lives. Moreover, he declared that the identity of the victims
would only be revealed if requested by the Commission. Nevertheless . . . in his
later communications the petitioner presented a list of signatures of alleged vic-
tims, who declared that they were granting him powers to represent them before
the Commission." Id. $ 4.
123. Id. 14.
124. Id. $T 2, 13.
125. Id. 91 2, 24.
126. Id. 1 41-42.
127. Id. 1 45
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To accept the argument of the state that the complaint should be
inadmissible because the individual victims were not identified in the
initial petition, although they were subsequently identified, would
imply a formalistic decision inconsistent with protecting the human
rights enshrined in the Convention, and would place the presumed
victims in a position of defenselessness. 1 2 8
Furthermore, "[t]he Inter-American Court of Human Rights has de-
clared that it is a commonly accepted principle that the procedural system
is a means for seeing that justice is done, and that it is not sacrificed for
the sake of mere formalities."1 2 9 A similar degree of flexibility should
have been applied in Demers, in the interests of procedural justice.
In any case, the IACHR did not deny the personhood of unborn chil-
dren and did not close the door to petitions on their behalf, as long as
they were individual cases and not complaints in abstracto or actio popu-
laris.130 The Commission accepted that unborn children could be victims
in the Inter-American system as long as they were individualized and
their identity was specified in some manner.131 Furthermore, the Com-
mission did not deny article 4(1)'s prohibition of abortion, in spite of state
allegations to that effect.132 Even though the state of Canada alleged that
the petitioner's claims were "manifestly groundless or out of order"' 33
and that it was "manifestly clear and certain based on the Baby Boy deci-
sion that legally provided abortion services do not violate any rights pro-
tected under the Declaration," 3 4 the Commission did not support those
claims nor did it give Baby Boy any weight or precedential value at all.
D. IVF PETITIONS AGAINST COSTA RICA: Two INDICATIVE
ADMISSIBILITY REPORTS ON REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Currently, the Commission is dealing with two petitions affecting un-
born children's right to life that may, at least theoretically, reach the In-
ter-American Court: Ana Victoria Sanchez Villalobos v. Costa Rica13 5
(hereinafter Petition 12.361 or Ana Victoria Sanchez Villalobos v. Costa
Rica) and Daniel Gerardo Gomez, Aida Marcela Garita et al. v. Costa
128. Id. 9 46.
129. Id.
130. Id. 99 4, 42.
131. Id. 9 44
132. James Demers v. Canada, supra note 77, 11 31, 33.
133. Id. 9 39.
134. Id. 9 38, see also 91 24, 25, where the petitioner compared his petition to Baby
Boy, indicating, inter alia, that since 1981 (when Baby Boy was decided) "science
has not stood still" and that "there is more evidence to be considered regarding the
nature of unborn children," suggesting that suggest Baby Boy was obsolete. The
petitioner also argued that the facts in his petition were even graver than those of
Baby Boy because Canada "recognizes no restrictions on abortion whatsoever."
He also pointed to the "massive intentional taking of life with the complicity of a
government that stands alone in the Western Hemisphere in offering no protection
to unborn children."
135. Petition 12.361, supra note 121.
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Rical36 (hereinafter Gomez v. Costa Rica) both dealing with the same set
of facts, alleging human rights violations caused by Costa Rica's ban on in
vitro fertilization (IVF). Both petitions demand the creation of a human
right to state-sponsored IVF, which brings about embryonic death
through embryo selection, embryo disposal and abortion (euphemistically
called "embryo reduction").
Unlike the United States, Canada or Mexico, Costa Rica fully ratified
the American Convention without reservations' 37 and recognized the
Commission and the Court's jurisdiction.s38 A strong supporter of the
Inter-American system of human rights, Costa Rica hosts the Inter-
American Court headquarters since 1979.139 Should these petitions reach
the Inter-American Court on Human Rights, they could potentially pro-
duce binding precedent for state parties to the American Convention, as
opposed to Baby Boy or Paulina, which did not.
Initially, IVF had been authorized in Costa Rica through Executive
Decree 24029-S of February 3, 1995.140 In an attempt to neutralize some
of the ethical questions surrounding IVF, the Decree limited in vitro fer-
tilization and embryo transfers to married couples only and prohibited
the insemination of more than six embryos on any single IVF attempt. It
required that all embryos be implanted in the mother's uterus and pro-
hibited the freezing, preservation or discarding thereof.14 1 Later, in Judg-
ment 2000-02306, the Supreme Court of Costa Rica found the
Presidential Decree failed to meet constitutional scrutiny. The Constitu-
tional Chamber (Sala IV) of the Costa Rica Supreme Court declared Ex-
ecutive Decree 24029-S unconstitutional, emphasizing that the human
embryo is a person from the moment of conception and that IVF is an
offense against human life and human dignity. The Court found that IVF
entails the loss of one or more embryos, deliberately caused by their ma-
nipulation, regardless of limitations on the number of embryos to be im-
planted, and found this predictable loss of embryonic life constitutionally
unacceptable. 14 2
In 2008, Ms. Ileana Henchoz Bolafios, an alleged victim in Gomez v.
Costa Rica, sued the Costa Rican Social Security Fund (case file no. 089-
000178-1027-CA) to obtain IVF. In October 2008, the Superior Tribunal
of Contentious Civil Treasury Matters, an Administrative Tribunal, de-
136. Gerardo Gomez, Afda Marcela Garita et al. v. Costa Rica, Petition 1368-04, Inter-
Am. Ct. H.R. 237, Report No. 156/10, OEA/ser.L./V/II.122 (2010) [hereinafter
Gomez v. Costa Rica] available at http://www.cidh.org/annualrep/2010eng/crad
1368-04en.doc.
137. Ratification/accession: 03/02/70. American Convention Ratifications, supra note
1.
138. Recognition of the jurisdiction of the court and recognition of the competence of
the commission (Art. 45) on 07/02/80, Id.
139. See Inter-American Court of Human Rights history at http://www.corteidh.or.cr/
historia.cfm?&CFID=692912&CFTOKEN=65088499.
140. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 1 30.
141. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 9 16.
142. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 91 2, 17, 30.
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cided that IVF could be permitted with the transfer of a single embryo
and ordered the Costa Rican Social Security Fund to provide Ms.
Henchoz with the procedure. 143 The judgment was appealed by the
Costa Rican Social Security Fund in August 2009 and, ultimately, re-
versed by the Supreme Court for lack of merit.144
The ban was first challenged before the IACHR in January 2001, when
Ana Victoria Sanchez Villalobos v. Costa Rica was filed by a Costa Rican
attorney, Gerardo Trejos Salas, on behalf of ten couples (one of which
later dropped out of the petition) and two private IVF clinics: Ultraso-
nograffa S.A. and Instituto Costarricense de Fertilidad.14 5 In December
2004, the same petitioner brought another claim, Gomez v. Costa Rica, on
behalf of six additional couples whose names were added to the petition
as alleged victims over the course of approximately three years (from
2004 to 2007).146 The petition essentially constituted an amended com-
plaint that incorporated all of the arguments the Commission endorsed in
its first admissibility report, Ana Victoria Sanchez Villalobos v. Costa
Rica.
Corporate interests of the reproductive technologies industry in Costa
Rica played an important role in bringing Ana Victoria Sanchez Vil-
lalobos v. Costa Rica to the international arena. 147 Trejos brought the
petition against Costa Rica presenting private IVF clinics, among others,
as victims of human rights violations under the American Convention,
even though they obviously lacked standing as human rights subjects.148
Even though the petition did not at any point concede that the human
embryo was a person or a subject of human rights, it affirmed that private
corporations were. The petitioner asked that the status of victim be ac-
corded to the companies given that they had acquired medical equipment
for IVF in Costa Rica, and were unable to use it due to the Constitutional
143. See Gomez v. Costa Rica T 36.
144. See Gomez v. Costa Rica 37.
145. See Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 1 2. The alleged victims identified in the peti-
tion were: Ana Victoria Sanchez Villalobos, Fernando Salazar Portilla; Gretel
Artavia Murillo, Miguel Mejia Carballo, Andrea Bianchi Bruno, German Alberto
Moreno Valencia, Ana Cristina Castillo Le6n, Enrique Acufia Cartin, Ileana
Henchos Bolafios, Miguel Antonio Yamuni Zeled6n, Claudia Maria Carro
Maklouf, Victor Hugo Sanabria Le6n, Karen Espinoza Vindas, Hector Jimenez
Aculia, Maria del Socorro Calderin P., Joaquina Arroyo Fonseca, Geovanni
Antonio Vega, Carlos E. Vargas Solorzano, Julieta GonzAlez Ledezma and Ori-
ester Rojas Carranza, all patients of Dr. Gerardo Escalante L6pez and Dr. Della
Ribas and the Costa Rican companies Ultrasonografia S.A. and Instituto Costar-
ricense de Fertilidad.
146. The seven couples, alleged victims of the Costa Rican IVF ban, were Daniel Ge-
rardo G6mez Murillo and Aida Marcela Garita Sinchez (added in 2004); Roberto
Perez Gutidrrez and Silvia Maria Sosa Ulate (added in 2004); Luis Miguel Cruz
Comparaz, Raquel Sanvicente Rojas (added in 2006); Randall Alberto Torres
Quir6s, and Geanina Isela Marin Rankin (added in 2006); Carlos Edgardo L6pez
Vega and Albania Elizondo Rodriguez (added in 2006) and Miguel Acuria Cartin
and Patricia Ndilez Marin (added in 2007). See Gomez v. Costa Rica $ 1.
147. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 9 1.
148. Id. 141.
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Chamber's decision, which resulted in a financial loss for them.1 4 9 Natu-
rally, he also asked that the so-called victims be granted the right to fair
compensation.150
The IACHR appropriately found the petition to be inadmissible as it
related to the private companies Costa Rica Ultrasonograffa S.A. and In-
stituto Costarricense de Fertilidad and decided it had jurisdiction ratione
personae only over those persons covered by the definition of persons in
article 1.2 of the Convention, that is, natural human beings.15' With re-
spect to private corporations, the Commission affirmed its practice and
doctrine established in the cases of Banco de Lima,15 2 Tabalacera Bo-
quer6n,15 3 Mevopal S.A.1 54 and Bendeck Cohdinsa, 55 wherein it declared
that legal persons or private entities are excluded from human rights pro-
tection under the American Convention. It pointed out that the petition
against Costa Rica contained no elements that would justify a departure
from its previous decisions.56
Several years after Petition 12.361's admissibility report, in October
2008, the Commission held a hearing where a number of other financial
concerns and pecuniary expectations on the part of the petitioners resur-
faced.' 57 Both the petitioner and the state informally presented their oral
witness testimony. The petitioner brought forward one of the alleged vic-
tims, Andrea Bianchi Bruno. The state delegation brought a physician
and former IVF practitioner, Marta Garza. Petitioner Trejos announced
that the victims would be requesting reparations of around 20 million eu-
ros, assigned to an IVF research center, managed by the Social Security
Administration in Costa Rica.158 In addition, Ms. Bianchi spoke of her
need for compensation, indicating she had spent $15,000 dollars for every
attempt at pregnancy; and that because she underwent IVF four times,
she paid a total of $60,000. Within the private health care system, she
indicated IVF in Colombia was, financially, a better option, so she and
her husband traveled there for the procedure.159 When the alternative of
149. Id. 1 28.
150. Id. 9 27.
151. Id. 9 48.
152. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, at 49, citing Banco de Lima, Case 10.169, Inter-
Am, Ct. H.R., Report NO 10/91, (1991). In that case, the Commission recognized
its jurisdiction to protect the rights of an individual whose property was expropri-
ated, but not to protect "the rights of juridical beings" such as corporations or
banking institutions.
153. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, at 49, citing Tabacalera Boqueron, Inter-Am, Ct.
H.R., No 47/97(1997).
154. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, at 49, citing Mevopal S.A Inter-Am, Ct. H.R., NO
39/99 (1999).
155. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, at 49, citing Bendeck Cohdinsa, Inter-Am, Ct.
H.R., No 106/99 (1999).
156. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, at 49.
157. See Public Hearings of the 133 Period of Sessions, Case 12.361 and Petitions 1368/
04, 16/05, 678/06, 1191/06-In vitro fertilization, Costa Rica, Gerardo Trejos-Gov-
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elective single embryo transfer was raised by the Commission, the peti-
tioners did not accept it as a satisfactory in light of the financial costs
involved and small success rate (8-10% according to Trejos) for IVF
users.160 At that point, then-Commissioner Victor Abramovich suggested
his support for the view that IVF should be a state-funded activity. 161
In 2008, two of the most important alleged victims officially dropped
out of the petition, affecting its legitimacy. Ana Victoria Sanchez Vil-
lalobos, after whom the case was named, and her husband Fernando
Salazar Bonilla, the poster couple for Costa Rican victims of the IVF ban,
decided to withdraw from the petition. 162 Local press1 63 informed that
Ana Victoria Sanchez Villalobos submitted a statement to the IACHR
Executive Secretary, Santiago Cant6n, in which she stated, among others,
that, after adopting two children, she and her husband changed their
minds on their initial claim regarding a right to produce children in IVF
clinics, and decided to withdraw their claim before the IACHR.164 MS.
Sanchez stated that she and her husband now realized that the human
embryo deserved right to life protection and that, due to the IVF's high
rates of embryonic mortality, the procedure was morally unjustifiable as
well as incompatible with the Convention article 4(1).165 In subsequent
statements to the press, she recommended adoption instead of IVF and
spoke about embryonic lives lost in IVF procedures as well as health risks
for both the mother and the unborn child. She spoke of parenting as a
privilege, not a right and on how IVF objectified children.166
The IACHR acted as if the petitioners' withdrawal never happened.
Other than changing the petition's name to petition 12.361,167 it did not
acknowledge the couples' withdrawal or their arguments in any of the
subsequent public reports or press releases.
Ultimately, the IACHR declared petition 12.361 and Gomez v. Costa
Rica admissible with respect to articles 1 (obligation to respect rights), 2
(domestic legal effects), 5(1) (right to personal integrity), 11 (right to pri-
vacy), 17 (rights of the family) and 24 (right to equal protection) of the




163. The letter was signed in Moravia, Costa Rica/11 December 08. See Women Un-
derstand that Life begins at Conception and Dismisses Suit Against Costa Rica,
AcIPRuNSA, (Dec. 11, 2008), http://www.aciprensa.com/noticia.php?n=23767.
164. See Letter from Ana Victoria Sdinchez, to Santiago Cant6n (on file with author).
165. Id.
166. The letter was signed in Moravia, Costa Rica/11 December 08. See Woman Under-
stands that Life begins at Conception and Dismisses Suit Against Costa Rica,
AcinuENSA, http://www.aciprensa.com/noticia.php?n=23767.
167. Ana Victoria Sanchez Villalobos v. Costa Rica was simply referred to as Petition
12.361 in the admissibility report for Gomez v. Costa Rica 9, 13, 14,17, 21, 24, 45,
56.
168. See Petition 12.361, supra note 121, at Conclusions, 9 1; Gomez v. Costa Rica at
Conclusions, 1 1. The potential violation of article 5(1), however, was only in-
cluded in Gomez v. Costa Rica, see 11 48, 67.
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tions thereof. The report thus accepted claims alleging a violation of the
right to equal protection, which derived from the allegation that the IVF
ban discriminates against patients suffering from infertility or sterility, de-
nying them what they believe constitutes "medical treatment"169 as well
as the possibility of founding a family, established in article 17.170 The
Commission also admitted prima facie violations of the right to pri-
vacy. 71 In both admissibility reports, the IACHR found jurisdiction ra-
tione materiae, that is, deemed that the facts characterized potential
human rights violations under the American Convention. It also found
jurisdiction ratione tempori and ratione loci (geographic jurisdiction and
timeliness) as well as appropriate exhaustion of domestic remedies. 172
Although the Commission was not yet supposed to issue an opinion on
the merits, it openly sided with the petitioner in Petition 12.361, by agree-
ing to examine a dozen articles of three different treaties, the American
Convention, the Protocol of San Salvador and the Inter-American Con-
vention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence
against Women, 7 3 which Petitioner Trejos claimed the IVF ban vio-
lated. 174 In regard to potential violations of the rights of the family, the
admissibility report made a connection between the American Conven-
tion's rights of the family, established in article 17, and sexual and repro-
ductive health principles as enunciated in the Teheran Conference, the
Cairo Programme of Action, and the Beijing Platform of Action,175 all
non-binding documents, suggesting that the right to found a family may
include the right to create children through artificial reproductive tech-
nologies. In addition, the Commission announced its intent to apply
these international non-binding resolutions at the merits stage,176 while
referring to IVF as a "measure in favor of family planning and childbear-
ing."' 77 In regard to the petitioner's allegations under the Protocol of
San Salvador, the Commission resolved to declare the petition inadmissi-
ble as it relates to articles 3 (obligation of non-discrimination), 10 (right
169. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 1 22.
170. Id. 1 23.
171. See Petition 12.361, supra note 121; Gomez v. Costa Rica $ 69.
172. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 11 43-50; See also Gomez v. Costa Rica, 19 47-65
where the petitioner alleged that the ongoing ban on IVF constituted a continuing
violation of the Convention, that exempted him from exhausting domestic
remedies.
173. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, $1 2, 27. American Convention article 1 (obliga-
tion to respect rights), 2 (domestic legal effects), 4 (right to life), 5 (right to hu-
mane treatment), 8 (right to a fair trial), 11 (right to privacy), 17 (rights of the
family), 24 (right to equal protection), 25 (right to judicial protection), 26 (progres-
sive development), 32 (relationship between duties and rights); the Protocol of San
Salvador article 3 (obligation of nondiscrimination), article 10 (right to health) and
article 15 (right to the formation and the protection of families), and the Inter-
American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence
against Women (hereinafter B6lem do Pard Convention) articles 1 and 7(h) (duty
to undertake legislative measures).
174. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 11 51-54.
175. Id. 9 68.
176. Id. 9 69.
177. Id. 9 69.
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to health) and 15 (right to the formation and protection of families),
given that it lacked jurisdiction to establish violations of those articles of
the Protocol of San Salvador, but indicated that it would take them into
consideration when interpreting the international obligations of the state
under the American Convention at the merits stage of the case.' 78
The IACHR did, however, find both petitions inadmissible as they re-
lated to articles 4 (right to life), 5 (right to humane treatment), 8 (right to
a fair trial), 25 (right to judicial protection), 26 (progressive development)
and 32 (relationship between duties and rights) of the American Conven-
tion, mostly due to the fact that the petitioner failed to characterize any
specific violations of the rights enumerated in them.'79 Additionally, in
both petitions, the Commission deferred the state's arguments regarding
article 4(1) to the merits stage of the proceedings and appropriately held
that the petitioner provided no basis in fact or law that would indicate
how the rights of the named adult victims under articles 4 and 32 of the
American Convention were affected by the state. 80 Likewise, with re-
spect to the petitioners' claims under the Bdlem do Pard Convention, ar-
ticles 1 (definition of violence against women) and 7(h) (state duty to
adopt legislative measures), the Commission declared the allegations
under Bel6m do Pard inadmissible, stating that the petitioner had not
provided sufficient information to characterize a violation thereof.)8
In August of 2010, the Commission issued an article 50 merits report on
Petition 12.361,182 still unpublished as of September 2011, in light of the
Commission's broad discretion in publishing decisions, according to arti-
cle 51 of the American Convention.' 83
Even though the specific contents of the merits report are currently
confidential, an IACHR press release indicates that, in it, the Commis-
sion found that Costa Rica's ban on in vitro fertilization (referred to as
infertility "treatment") constituted arbitrary interference in the right to
private and family life, the right to found a family and the right to equal-
ity and nondiscrimination (infertile women allegedly suffering a greater
178. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 11 52, 70; See also Gomez v. Costa Rica 9 49.
179. See Petition 12.361, supra note 121, at Conclusions, 1 3; Gomez v. Costa Rica at
Conclusions, 2.
180. Id. 70
181. Petition 12.361, supra note 121, 1 70.
182. According to national newspapers such as Diario La Naci6n, the IACHR issued a
merits report (Report 85/10) against Costa Rica on August 23, 2010. Luis Edo
Diaz, CIDH evaluard proyecto de ley de fecundacidn in vitro, Ei. PAs, July 11,
2010, available at http://www.nacion.com/2010-11-07/ElPais/NotasSecundarias/El
Pais2580585.aspx; Luis Edo Diaz, Pais tendrd hasta febrero para mostrar avance en
plan de FIV, Ei PAs, Nov. 27, 2010, available at http://161.58.182.33/2010-11-28/El
Pais(NotasSecundarias/ElPais2605094.aspx.
183. See also Organization of American States, Rules of Procedure of the Inter-Am.
Comm'n H.R. arts. 45, 47, Oct. 28-Nov.13, 2009, Approved by the Commission at
its 137th regular period of sessions, held from October 28 to November 13, 2009,
available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/Basicos/English/Basicl8.RulesOfProcedure
IACHR.htm.
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impact than infertile men).184 From the government's response, i.e. at-
tempting to approve a new IVF law that would satisfy the Commission
and the petitioner's demands, 85 it is apparent that the IACHR recom-
mended Costa Rica reinstate and sponsor the practice in spite of the
American Convention's protection of the right to life from conception.186
According to local press, the IACHR has given several deadlines to pro-
duce the said legislation authorizing the practice and mandating state
sponsorship, which it did not meet.'87
As a result, the Commission submitted Petition 12.361, now renamed
for the second time as Gretel Artavia Murillo et al. v. Costa Rica, before
the Inter-American Court on Human Rights on July 29, 2011.188
Remarkably, on November 1, 2010, three months after the merits re-
port on Petition 12.361 was issued, the Commission issued the admissibil-
ity report on Gomez v. Costa Rica, an unusual procedure, since both
petitions were filed by the same petitioner and dealt with the same facts
and substantive claims, as acknowledged by the report. 8 9 Rather than
unifying the complaints to Petition 12.361, the Commission chose to issue
a whole new admissibility report on Gomez v. Costa Rica, for reasons
that remain unexplained. Evidently, publishing a new admissibility re-
port at this point means it will be followed by an independent merits re-
port as well,190 which may be published or unpublished, thus providing
the Commission with a new opportunity to pressure the state of Costa
Rica into authorizing and sponsoring IVF.
In any event, Petition 12.361, now Gretel Artavia Murillo et al. v. Costa
Rica, currently awaits the Court's consideration and promises to pose a
major challenge to the right to life from conception in states parties to the
American Convention. Should the court decide to create a right to artifi-
cial reproductive technologies that result in artificial conception and em-
bryo destruction, as the Commission requests, it would be the first
184. Press Release, IACHR, 91/11 IACHR takes case involving Costa Rica to Inter-
American Court, Washington D.C., (Aug. 16, 2011), available at http://www.cidh.
oas.org/Comunicados/English/2011/91-11 eng.htm.
185. Diaz, supra note 182.
186. See Inter-American Human Rights Institute, Women's Human Rights, News Bul-
letin (Feb. 2011), available at http://www.iidh.ed.cr/comunidades/derechosmujer/.
187. See, e.g., Carlos Avendailo, Fecundaci6n in vitro: trdmite expris, DIAmRo, Mar. 15,
2011, available at http://www2.diarioextra.com/2011/marzo/15/opinionO4.php;
CIDH Extends Deadline For Approval Of Law For In- Vitro Fertilization In Costa
Rica, INSIDE COSTA RICA, Feb. 24, 2011, available at http://insidecostarica.com/
dailynews/2011/february/24/costarical1022402.htm; Foreign Affairs Ministry, Re-
public of Costa Rica, Comisi6n Interamericana traslada caso sobre Fecundaci6n In
Vitro a la Corte Interamericana de Derechos Humanos [Inter-American Commis-
sion submits IVF case before Inter-American Court on Human Rights] (Aug. 1,
2011), available at http://www.rree.go.cr/?sec=servicios%20al%20publico&cat=
servicios%20de%20informacion&cont=593&noticia=682.
188. Press Release, IACHR, 91/11 IACHR takes case involving Costa Rica to Inter-
American Court, Washington D.C., (Aug. 16, 2011), available at http://www.cidh.
oas.org/Comunicados/English/2011/91-11eng.htm.
189. See Gomez v. Costa Rica 9 9 & 14.
190. See Gomez v. Costa Rica 9 69.
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international court in the world to do so, since even the European Court
on Human Rights, usually skeptical of the right to life from conception,
has refused to recognize an alleged right to in vitro fertilization when
given the opportunity.191
E. PM 43-10 "AMELIA", NICARAGUA: A PRECAUTIONARY
MEASURES REQUEST FOR "THERAPEUTIC" ABORTION
Although the IACHR has inappropriately suggested in Baby Boy and
Paulina that abortion is compatible with the American Convention, it has
also, at certain points in time, depending on its composition, declined to
recognize an alleged right to abortion. For instance, the Commission was
recently asked by several abortion lobbies to create an alleged right to
"therapeutic" abortion but declined to do so, thus failing to legitimize the
fallacy that abortion constitutes healing treatment for any condition. The
IACHR is authorized to issue precautionary measures "in serious and
urgent situations," "to prevent irreparable harm to persons," according to
its Rules of Procedure. 192
In PM 43-10 "Amelia", Nicaragua, issued on February 26, 2010,193 the
IACHR carefully tailored precautionary measures recommending mea-
sures to preserve a cancer patient's right to medical treatment while dis-
regarding the petitioners' request to order a "therapeutic abortion." The
request, filed by several abortion lobbies including U.S.-based Catholics
for Choice, involved Amelia (pseudonym), a pregnant twenty-seven year
old woman suffering from an unspecified form of metastatic cancer,
whose doctors allegedly refused to treat with chemotherapy unless she
aborted her unborn child. The IACHR, in an unusual showing of objec-
tivity in this subject, asked the state of Nicaragua "to adopt the measures
necessary to ensure that the beneficiary had access to the medical treat-
ment she needed to treat her metastatic cancer" and refused to order the
so-called "therapeutic abortion." 94 The Commission thus closed the
back door, at least momentarily, on a reinterpretation of the right to
health that would include abortion as therapeutic, healing or medical
treatment while appropriately clarifying that the pregnant cancer patient
in question needed chemotherapy, not abortion.
The state of Nicaragua complied with the precautionary measures and
"Amelia" received chemotherapy, which eventually resulted in a still-
birth. 195 Unhappy with the Commission's lack of support for abortion in




192. Rules of Procedure of the Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R., supra note 183, art. 25(1).
193. See Organization of American States, Precautionary Measures Granted by the
Commission during 2010, available at http://www.cidh.org/medidas/2010.eng.htm.
194. Id.
195. Aborto en Centroamerica: Una region donde se acumula la injusticia, F1EMINIS'TAS
IN RESISTENCIA HONDURAS (Sept. 29, 2010), http://feministascontrael
golpehn.blogspot.com/2010/09/aborto-en-centroamerica-una-region.htmi.
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this case, the lobbies involved in the petition-the Strategic Group for the
Decriminalization of Therapeutic Abortion, Catholics for Choice, Femi-
nists of Le6n, Nicaraguan Center for Human Rights and the Latin Amer-
ican and Caribbean Women's Health Network-later condemned the fact
that Amelia had carried the pregnancy to term and qualified it as "inhu-
man," given that the unviable child took away her energy to fight the
illness. They insisted that she should have been given an abortion
instead.196
F. PRE-NATAL RIGHTS RECOGNIZED IN THEMATIC
AND COUNTRY REPORTS
In addition, there is significant evidence that the Commission has, at
certain points in time also promoted the unborn child's right to life by
condemning at least some forms of abortion, including elective abortion,
by referring to forced abortions as human rights violations and condemn-
ing attacks against pregnant women and their unborn children. For in-
stance, the Commission's 1971 Annual Report stated that elective
abortion, often resorted to by poor women in desperate situations, consti-
tutes a "patent and grave violation of human rights."197 Later, the
IACHR referred to abortion as a form of torture in its 1995 Report on
Human Rights Situation in Haiti, where it referred to blows to the breasts
and stomach inflicted on pregnant women with the intention of causing
them to abort as a form of sexual torture.198
In addition, the Commission has reported on complaints received
against Latin American states from forced abortion victims during its in
loco visits and thematic hearings. For instance, in 2001, the Commission
reported and condemned the Operativo Nemopoti in Paraguay, involving
mass arbitrary detentions of farmers, where one woman suffered a forced
abortion.199 In 2001, the Commission also reported on human rights vio-
lations in Cuba, including an attempted forced abortion on Yesenia Rod-
riguez Aguilar, a pregnant inmate in a local prison.200 Earlier, in 1998,
during its in loco visit to Mexico, the Commission reported receiving in-
formation on Luz Elena Corona's case, who suffered a miscarriage due to
a company's non-compliance with health and safety standards established
196. Id.
197. Campos en los cuales han de tomarse medidas para dar mayor vigencia a los der-
echos humanos de acuerdo con lo prescrito por la Declaraci6n Americana de los
Derechos y Deberes del Hombre [Areas in Which Further Steps to Give Effect to
Human Rights as Prescribed by the American Declaration of the Rights and Du-
ties of Man], OAS/Ser.L/V/II/.27, Doc. 11 rev., 6 Marzo 1972, Parte II, 1 1 (in
Spanish only), available at http://www.cidh.org/annualrep/71sp/parte2.htm.
198. Organization of American States, Report on Human Rights Situation in Haiti
123, available at http://www.cidh.org/women/haiti95mujer.htm.
199. Administraci6n de Justicia y Derechos Humanos [Administration of Justice and
Human Rights], Inter-Am Comm'n H.R. OEA/Ser./L/VII.110, Doc. 52, 9 Marzo
2001, $ 27 (in Spanish only), available at http://www.cidh.org/countryrep/para-
guay0lsp/cap.4.htm.
200. Id. 81 (f).
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to protect pregnant women at work.201 In 1980, it reported on human
rights violations against Argentinean female inmates and their unborn
children, including abortions.2 0 2
Likewise, in its 1997 country report on Ecuador, the IACHR men-
tioned state obligations regarding mothers and their unborn children, and
referred to the latter as minors when referring to the prohibition of cer-
tain types of work for pregnant women as dangerous for both "women
and minors."2 0 3 In 2000, the Commission regretted the Peruvian govern-
ment's derogation of Law No. 2,851, which established rights for pregnant
women and their children, such as prenatal and post-partum leave,
among others.204 In 2001, the Commission pointed out that Guatemala
should comply with its domestic legislation, where maternity was pro-
tected by law, and pregnant workers may not be required to perform
functions placing the unborn child at risk.2 0 5 Even the abortion rights-
promoting 2010 report Access to Maternal Health Services from a Human
Rights Perspective stressed the importance of increasing coverage levels
for pre-natal care and childbirth, 2 0 6 and lamented the high rates of per-
inatal deaths in Latin America and the Caribbean.207
V. PROMOTION OF ABORTION RIGHTS IN THE INTER-
AMERICAN SYSTEM OF HUMAN RIGHTS
The Commission's inconsistency in upholding the Convention's protec-
tion of the right to life from conception can be partially explained by the
pervasiveness of abortion rights advocacy within the system. During the
past few decades, individual abortion supporters within the Inter-Ameri-
can system of human rights, particularly some IACHR members and In-
ter-American Court judges, have unilaterally attempted to disentitle
201. Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Mexico, Chapter IX, Human Rights
Of Women, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. 636. available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/
women/chapter-9.htm.
202. Informe Sobre la Situaci6n de los Derechos Humanos en Argentina, Capitulo V,
Derecho a La Seguridad e Integridad Personal [Report about the Situation of
Human Rights in Argentina, Chapter 5, Personal Security and Integrity Law]
OEA/Ser.L/V/II.49, Doc. 19, 11 Abril 1980, 91 2(a) (in Spanish only), available at
http://www.cidh.org/countryrep/argentina80sp/cap.5.htm.
203. Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador, Chapter XI, The Human
Rights of Ecuadorean Women, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. available at http://www.
cidh.oas.org/women/Ecuadorchaper%201 1.htm.
204. Second Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Peru, Chapter Vii, Women's
Rights, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/women/chap-
ter7.htm.
205. Fifth Report On The Situation Of Human Rights In Guatemala, Chapter Xiii, The
Rights Of Women, T 7, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. available at http://www.cidh.oas.
org/women/chap.13.htm. According to Guatemalan law, working mothers are re-
quired to be given one month of fully paid leave prior to the birth of a child, and
forty-five days after. During the breast-feeding period, mothers are entitled to two
special breaks during the work day.
206. Access to Maternal Health Services from a Human Rights Perspective, Inter-Am.
Comm'n H.R., OEA/Ser.L/V/II., Doc. 69, 1 8, 14, 86, 99, 102, (June 7,2010) availa-
ble at http://cidh.org/women/SaludMaternalOEng/MaternalHealthTOCeng.htm.
207. Id. $ 10, 100.
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unborn children of the right to life protections granted to them in the
American Convention by promoting the creation of a right to end the life
of one's unborn children. 2 0 8 Even though their unilateral attempts have
not succeeded in altering the Convention's protection of the right to life
from conception, legally speaking, they may have had the political effect
of distorting a proper understanding of the Convention among unin-
formed state officials and parties to individual complaints.
Abortion advocacy activities by IACHR members and even Inter-
American Court judges are not only incompatible with their role as guar-
antors of the Convention, but create a conflict of interest in individual
complaints affecting the right to life from conception, rendering these of-
ficials unable to apply the Convention in good faith, as required by inter-
national rules of treaty interpretation.
A. ABORTION RIGHTs ADVOCACY BY INDIVIDUAL
COMMISSIONERS AND JUDGES
Throughout the years, the abortion rights bias among IACHR Com-
missioners and Inter-American Court judges has been more or less accen-
tuated, depending on its composition. Some Commissioners have
actively upheld the unborn child's right to life from conception, notably
former Commissioners Marco Gerardo Monroy Cabra and Luis Deme-
trio Tinoco, in Baby Boy, who strongly defended the plain meaning of
article 4(1) of the American Convention that mandates the protection of
the unborn child's life from abortion. 209 Their analysis of the original
intent behind the Convention and the Declaration's travaux
prdparatoires, as well as their affirmation of a proper interpretation of
article 4(1), will be invaluable for states parties to the American Conven-
tion as well as future generations of Commissioners and Court judges in
the Inter-American system. Likewise, former Inter-American Court
judge Rafael Nieto Navia stated that the expression "in general" con-
tained in article 4(1) must be given its ordinary meaning, which does not
lead to the conclusion that taking the life of unborn children through
abortion should be a particular exception.210
Others, like most of the Baby Boy Commissioners, have favored re-
strictive interpretations of article 4(1) of the American Convention that
would only protect the unborn child against abortion or destruction when
wanted or desired by the mother. More recently, some Commissioners
208. Richard G. Wilkins & Jacob Reynolds, International Law and the Right to Life, 4
Avi- MARIA L. REv. 123, 135 (2006). The phenomenon is not unique to the Inter-
American system of human rights. Richard G. Wilkins and Jacob Reynolds point
out that, over the past three decades, many international scholars have taken ad-
vantage of their special status to engage in organized advocacy promoting world-
wide revision of domestic abortion laws.
209. Baby Boy, supra note 7, dissent of Dr. March Gerardo. See also dissent of Dr.
Luis Demetrio Tinoco Castro.
210. Rafael Nieto Navia, Aspectos Internacionales de la demanda contra la penalizaci6n
del aborto, 9 RE-VIS'A PE-RSONA v BIOI1rIicA, 21-24, (2005) (Colom.).
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have boldly promoted the creation of a right to take the unborn child's
life through abortion, as illustrated below.
For instance, Luz Patricia Mejia, the current Rapporteur on the Rights
of Women, has repeatedly advocated for the creation of a right to abor-
tion during the Commission's hearings held every year in Washington,
D.C. 2 11 Likewise, her thematic report Access to Maternal Health Services
from a Human Rights Perspective,2 12 published on August 2, 2010, re-
ferred to abortion was a "maternal health service" and an unwritten
"right," allegedly included in the right to personal integrity and the right
to privacy, 213 even though neither article 5 nor 11 of the American Con-
vention have ever been interpreted to protect the killing of unborn chil-
dren in the womb in the Inter-American system. 214 Rather than focus on
relevant questions regarding a right to maternal health services for poor,
indigenous, or afro-descendent mothers and their unborn children, as the
title would suggest, the report focused on abortion among diffuse ideas of
freedom from discrimination and a right to personal integrity.215 The
document artificially pitted unborn children's right to life against wo-
men's right to personal integrity by reinforcing the common pro-abortion
argument, based on-at best-unreliable statistics, that abortion is one of
the main maternal mortality causes in Latin America and the Caribbean
and that, in order to prevent women's deaths, it ought to be legalized and
financially supported by states. 2 16 Mejia is currently preparing another
report on access to information about reproductive matters, expected in
2012,217 and another on violence against women in the region.218 The
reports will enjoy financial support from the pro-abortion governments of
Spain and Finland and the like-minded international organization
UNFPA, which indicates they may promote abortion rights, like the last
211. See Thematic Hearing, Risks and vulnerabilities affecting defenders of women's
rights in the Americas, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. 133 Period of sessions (Oct. 28,
2008), available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/prensa.eng.htm; see also Thematic
Hearing, Human Rights Situation of Women in Nicaragua, Inter-Am. Comm'n
H.R. 141 period of sessions, (March 25, 2011), available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/
prensa/publichearings/Hearings.aspx?Lang=En&Session=1 22&page= 1.
212. Access to Maternal Health Services from a Human Rights Perspective, supra note
206.
213. Access to Maternal Health Services from a Human Rights Perspective, supra note
206, 9 42.
214. The Commission's creative interpretation of the right to privacy, in particular, sug-
gests an Anglo-Saxon reinterpretation of "privacy," as including an alleged right to
abort, such as that taken by the United States Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade.
215. Access to Maternal Health Services from a Human Rights Perspective, supra note
206, $ 47.
216. Id. 9% 8, 84, 98, 101-02.
217. See Annual Report of the Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. 2010, OEA/Ser.L/V/lI, Doc. 5,
rev. 1, 7 Mar. 2011 1 43, available at http://www.cidh.org/annualrep/2010eng/TOC.
htm.
218. See Thematic Hearing, Human Rights Situation of Women in Nicaragua, Inter-Am.
Comm'n H.R. 141 Period of sessions, (Mar. 25, 2011), available at http://www.cidh.
oas.org/prensa/publichearings/Hearings.aspx?Lang=En&Session=122&page=1.
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report by the Rapporteurship. 219
Before Mejia, former Commissioner Victor E. Abramovich also used
the Rapporteurship on the Rights of Women as a venue through which he
attempted to impose his views on abortion in Nicaragua. Abramovich,
both Rapporteur for Nicaragua and Rapporteur for Women's Rights in
the Americas at the time, with the support of Santiago Cant6n, Executive
Director of the IACHR, unilaterally exerted political pressure on Nicara-
gua by demanding that it legalize so-called therapeutic abortion. 2 2 0 In
2006, he wrote a letter to the Nicaraguan Health Minister, as the Rap-
porteur for Women's Rights in the Americas, declaring that Nicaragua's
abortion ban was contrary to international law, as it allegedly threatened
women's human rights and jeopardized women's health.2 2 1 He indicated
that denying women a supposed right to "therapeutic" abortion at-
tempted against their life, their physical and psychological health and rep-
resented an "obstacle" for physicians who performed abortions. 2 2 2 He
founded his condemnation of the abortion ban, not on the American
Convention, but on several non-binding reports and recommendations is-
sued by UN expert committees, such as the UN Human Rights Commit-
tee, the CEDAW Committee, CRC Committee, Torture Committee, the
UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health and non-specified World
Health Organization documents.223
Later, in an interview with Pgina 12, an Argentinean newspaper,
Abramovich stated that the Commission had never debated the issue of
decriminalizing abortion. 224 But, he declared his personal opinion to be
that abortion should be widely legalized; that its penalization was a viola-
tion of women's rights and that abortion bans like Nicaragua's go
"against common sense." 225
Likewise, Commissioner Felipe Gonzdlez also attacked Nicaragua's
ban on all forms of abortion during the latest session period, where he
questioned representatives of the Nicaraguan state on steps taken to de-
clare the unconstitutionality of the said ban and manifested an interest in
carrying out a site visit (called in loco visit) to further investigate the is-
sue. 226 Although the Commission does not have authority to apply or
219. See Annual Report of the Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. 2010, OEA/Ser.L/V/II, Doc. 5,
rev. 1, 7 Mar. 2011 1 41, available at http://www.cidh.org/annualrep/2010eng/TOC.
htm.
220. Letter from Victor Abramovich, Rapporteur on the Rights of Women, Org. of
Am. States, to Norman Calderas Cardenal, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Nicar.





224. Mariana Carbajal, Penalizar el Aborto afecta la Salud de las Mujeres [Criminaliz-
ing Abortion Affects Women's Health], PAGINA 12, Mar. 9, 2007, available at http://
www.paginal2.com.ar/diario/sociedad/3-81461-2007-03-09.html.
225. Id.
226. See, Thematic Hearing, Human Rights Situation of Women in Nicaragua, Inter-
Am. Comm'n H.R. 141 Period of sessions, (Mar. 25, 2011), available at http://www.
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enforce recommendations by other international treaty bodies, Gonzalez
requested accountability on the U.N. Committee against Torture's recom-
mendations to legalize therapeutic abortion in Nicaragua. 2 2 7
Other Commissioners have engaged in similar abortion rights advocacy
within the system. Recently, during a hearing entitled "Reproductive
Rights of Women in Latin America and the Caribbean," on March 28 of
2011, Commissioner Marfa Silvia Guill6n from El Salvador lamented the
Catholic Church's vocal opposition to abortion in Latin America and in-
dicated legalization of abortion was a priority issue for the Commission.
Likewise, Luz Patricia Mejia expressed her sympathy for abortion rights
advocacy and condemned "moralistic and religious considerations" op-
posing abortion. Current Commissioner Jos6 de Jesdis Orozco Henrfquez
also sympathized with the abortion lobbies present at the hearing and
expressed concern with the lack of sufficient legislative measures to legal-
ize "therapeutic" abortion and the abortion of children conceived by
rape.2 2 8 Previously, Orozco Henrfquez had also referred to abortion as
"a fundamental right" during a thematic hearing on reproductive rights in
Colombia 229 and supported the decriminalization of abortion in Nicara-
gua as a measure that would allegedly "contribute to eradicate violence
against women" in a recent hearing. 230 Similarly, former Commissioner
Florentin Menendez, in a thematic hearing on maternal mortality in the
Americas referred to "therapeutic" abortion as a matter of "access to
justice" and suggested a need to further decriminalize abortion in an es-
tado de necesidad- that is, as needed.2 3 1 Likewise, current Commissioner
Jos6 de Jestis Orozco Henrfquez, called abortion "a fundamental right"
during a thematic hearing on reproductive rights in Colombia.2 3 2
Inter-American Court judges are not immune to bias in favor of an
alleged right to abortion either. To begin with, the Court is almost exclu-
sively financially sustained by Spain and Norway, two staunchly pro-abor-
tion states,233 a fact that should not, but, in practice, may affect the




228. See Thematic Hearing, Reproductive Rights of Women in Latin America and the
Caribbean, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. 141 Period of sessions, (Mar. 28, 2011), avail-
able at http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/audiencias/default.aspx?Lang=En.
229. See Thematic Hearing, Reproductive Rights in Colombia, Inter-Am Comm'n H.R.
138 Period Sessions (May 15, 2010 through May 26, 2010), http://www.cidh.oas.org/
prensa/publichearings/Hearings.aspx?Lang= EN&Session= 11 8&page=1.
230. See Thematic Hearing, Human Rights Situation of Women in Nicaragua, Inter-Am.
Comm'n H.R. 141 Period of Sessions, (Mar. 25, 2011), available at http://www.cidh.
oas.org/prensa/publichearings/Hearings.aspx?Lang=En&Session=122&page=1.
231. Organization of American States, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R., Access to Maternal
Health Services From a Human Rights Perspective, OEA/Ser.L/V/II., Doc. 69,
June 7, 2010, available at http://cidh.org/women/SaludMaternal0Eng/Maternal
HealthChapleng.htm.
232. Id.
233. Organization of American States, General Assembly Meeting in Peru, June 8,
2010.
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can Convention. Even though the Court has not yet heard any cases on
abortion, some judges have advocated for abortion rights both before and
during their appointment or service.
For examples, current Court President, judge Diego Garcia Saydin, re-
cently wrote an article advocating for legalization and liberalization of
abortion in Latin America, according to him, a necessary "public health"
measure, "beneficial to men, women and children" (how it would be ben-
eficial to the latter remained unexplained). 234 He also referred to prolife
advocates as the "religious right wing," and pro-life views as essentially
religious views that had no place in any human rights debate.235 He cele-
brated Mexico City's liberalization of abortion (now legal for any reason
up to 12 weeks gestation) and, remarkably, rejoiced that immediately af-
ter the legislation passed, the number of abandoned children in the city
was drastically reduced from an average of 2.2 to 1.2 infants abandoned
every month.236
Cecilia Medina Quiroga, a former judge (2004-2009) and President of
the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, admitted that the unborn
child was a subject of human rights in the Inter-American system 237 but
nevertheless advocated for the creation of abortion rights in the Ameri-
cas.2 3 8 For instance, before she joined the Court, Medina Quiroga ex-
pressed her disapproval towards Guatemala's domestic prohibitions on
abortion.239 She stated that Guatemala should protect women and their
rights, and that the best measure to prevent the high percentages of abor-
tion-related deaths (by which she meant maternal deaths only, since the
deaths of unborn children are considered irrelevant according to this ra-
tionale) would be to legalize the procedure.240
In 2003, before becoming an Inter-American court judge, she wrote the
following statement about the nature of the unborn child: "[T]he fetus
that has not been extracted from the mother's womb is dependent on her,
it is not a person and, therefore, cannot have its own rights, only through





237. See CECILIA ME-DINA QUHROGA, LA CONVENCI6N AmRAICANA: TIORfA Y Justis-
PRUDENCIA 69 (Centro de Derechos Humanos de la Facultad de Derecho de la
Universidad de Chile, ed. 2003).
238. See Id. at 78, where Medina Quiroga stated: "In certain cases, such as when con-
tinuing the pregnancy would endanger the life of the woman, or when the preg-
nancy is as a result of rape, the criminalization of abortion would cause a violation
of the obligation of the State to protect the life of the woman."
239. EQutro NIZKOR, Informe Sombra Sobre La Situaci6n De Los Derechos Humanos
De las Mujeres En Guatemala [Report about the Situation of Human Rights of
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its mother."241
At that point, Medina opined that the American Convention should be
interpreted according to Baby Boy, that is, as allowing elective abortion
where legal: "paragraph 1 of article 4 does not forestall the States' ability
to allow abortion in whatever circumstances they see fit."2 4 2 She held
abortion should only be criminalized when the fetus was viable, at which
point the state would have a right to intervene. 243
Once a fetus is separated from the mother, it legally transforms itself
into a human being and the right, and thus is born [sic], for this new
being the right to life stipulated in article 4(1) of the Convention, in
which case the state has a duty to protect it from any arbitrary action
against it.244
The above assertions obviously constitute a misrepresentation of the
Convention article 4(1), the plain reading of which indicates that the right
to life is protected "from the moment of conception," not "from viability"
and that the unborn child is considered a full subject of human rights
since that moment. Later, in 2009, she gave contradictory statements ad-
mitting the American Convention did protect the right to life from con-
ception in an interview by Amnesty International, where she was asked if
abortion constituted discrimination against the fetus.245 Medina an-
swered: "States are obliged to take measures to protect fetal life. But
universally agreed human rights treaties and conventions do not accord
the fetus a status as rights holder equivalent to that of a woman. The
American Convention on Human Rights is the only human rights treaty
which calls for the right to life to be protected by law, and, in general,
from the moment of conception. 246
Other Inter-American Court judges have directly cooperated with
abortion legalization in their home countries. For instance, in 1983,
Sergio Garcia Ramirez (2004-2009), along with then Mexican President
Miguel de la Madrid, led a proposed reform to the Mexico City penal
code that would legalize so-called therapeutic abortion and abortion of
unborn children conceived through rape. 2 4 7 Likewise, in his publication
241. CECIUIA MEDINA QUIROGA, LA CONVENCION AMERICANA: TEodfA Y JURIS-
PRUIINCIA 74, 77, (Centro de Derechos Humanos de la Facultad de Derecho de la
Universidad de Chile, Santiago ed. 2003).
242. Id. at 71.
243. Id. at 78.
244. Id. at 76. It seems, however, that at this time she would have opposed partial-birth
abortion, that is, the dilation and extraction procedure which borders on
infanticide.
245. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, Nicaragua-El impacto de la prohibici6n total del




247. Marta Lamas, La Despenalizaci6n del Aborto en Mixico, No. 220 NUEVA SOCIE-
DAD, (2009), available at http://www.nuso.org/upload/articulos/3600_1.pdf.
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A Legal Consideration of Death,248 Garcia Ramirez suggested that impos-
ing the "obligation" of motherhood on women would be unjust and that
abortion should be legalized in Mexico.
Likewise, current judge Margarette May Macaulay, before her appoint-
ment to the court, promoted abortion rights in Jamaica as a member of
the National Advisory Group on Abortion, which was commended with
reviewing and making the necessary recommendations for reform to al-
low abortions for unwanted pregnancies in Jamaica. 249 In January of
2006, Macaulay recommended, along with several medical practitioners,
that abortion be legalized in Jamaica, arguing that liberalizing abortion
would increase the number of "safe" abortions and lessen maternal death
and disability. 2 5 0 Earlier, in 1997, she wrote that an alleged thirty percent
of all maternal deaths in the Caribbean were attributable to unsafe, i.e.
illegal, abortions and lamented that the overall trend in Latin America
was toward restrictive abortion laws.2 5 1 While serving as a judge, on
April 23, 2009 she presented in favor of abortion rights at a conference
organized by the Institute of Gender and Development Studies (IGDS)
and the Sir Arthur Lewis Institute of Social and Economic Studies (SAL-
ISES). The discussion was entitled "Establishing Common Ground: A
Conversation on Reforming the Law on Abortion in Jamaica." 252
Even though none of the above statements, interviews or writings have
any legal weight, since they have been pronounced unofficially or outside
Commission or Court decisions, they exemplify how Inter-American
court judges and Commissioners may bring personal abortion rights activ-
ism to their judicial positions-a bias that is incompatible with the Amer-
ican Convention. They also illustrate how Commissioners or judges may
promote their own idea of what the Convention should or should not say
in spite of the treaty's text and original intent.
B. THE GOOD FAITH REQUIREMENT IN INTERNATIONAL RULES
OF TREATY INTERPRETATION
Due to the current prevalence of liberal politics in the international
human rights movement, the idea of protecting the right to life from con-
248. Sergio Garcia Ramfrez, A Legal Consideration of Death, 6 Mix. L.R. (2006), avail-
able at http://info8.juridicas.unam.mx/cont/mlawr/6/arc/arc7.htm.
249. See Statement at the review by the CEDAW of Jamaica's fifth Periodic Report
During the 36th Session of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination of
Women, Aug. 11, 2006, available at http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/
cedaw36/JamaicaIntro.pdf.
250. See Gleaner's Editors' Forum, available at http://www.wejamaicans.com/forum/in-
dex.php?topic=2241.0; MISSIONARIES oF TiE PooR, News on Abortion (In Ja-
maica), http://moponline.wordpress.com/news-on-abortion-in-jamaica/.
251. Women of the world: Laws and policies affecting their reproductive lives, Latin
America and the Caribbean, CENTER FOR REPRODUCrviE LAW AND Poicy (June
1, 1997), http://reproductiverights.org/en/document/women-of-the-world-laws-and-
policies-affecting-their-reproductive-lives-latin-america-and-t.
252. The University of the West Indies at Mona, Jamaica, Public Relations Office,
Abortion Public Relations Forum, http://myspot.mona.uwi.edu/proffice/uwinote
book/entry/3522.
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ception has been artificially presented as incompatible with liberal human
rights principles, thus having liberal judges and Commissioners attack it is
no coincidence. 253 Most international human rights scholars, advocates
and academics, including the Inter-American system's elite, have typi-
cally adopted an abortion rights dogma, the questioning of which is not
considered to be politically acceptable. Abortion is simply presented as
an essential element of liberal politics-an individual rights issue. Thus,
current orthodoxy on the subject ultimately advocates the odd idea that,
rather than combating abortion or other practices against the unborn
child's right to life, states should legalize them, sponsor them and pro-
mote them as human rights. 254
As a result, Commission members have often approached the applica-
tion of the Convention as advocates for abortion rights rather than as
impartial judges charged with the application thereof, e.g., in petitions
like Baby Boy, Paulina and the IVF petitions against Costa Rica. In
those instances, the Commission failed to apply international rules of
treaty interpretation, such as giving the Convention's terms their ordinary
meaning, applying non-restrictive approaches to recognized human
rights, looking at current opinio juris and examining original intent be-
hind the adoption of article 4(1). Instead, the IACHR started out from a
dogmatic position that abortion and embryo destruction should be ac-
ceptable under the American Convention and then devised arguments to
support that conclusion.255
Nevertheless, the Convention in articles 62(3) and 63 mandates that
Commissioners and judges defend and promote the American Conven-
tion, which protects the right to life from the moment of conception. Ar-
ticle 71 of the Convention provides for judicial independence and
impartiality: "the position of judge of the Court or member of the Com-
mission is incompatible with any other activity that might affect the inde-
pendence or impartiality of such judge or member, as determined in the
respective statutes." Article 18 of the Statute of The Inter-American
Court of Human Rights,256 article 8 of the Statute of The Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights,257 article 4 (1), Rules Of Procedure Of
253. See generally DAVID KFNNsoY, Tin, DARK SIDES OF VIRrUE, REASSESSING INTER-
NATIONAL HUMANITARIANISM (2004), where this issue is addressed in much
greater depth.
254. On the other hand, the stereotype of liberal philosophy as strongly tied to abortion
advocacy has sometimes been broken in Latin America where leftist presidents
like Daniel Ortega, Nicaraguan Sandinista, and Tabard Visquez from Uruguay
have approved legislation in favor of the unborn child, against unprecedented
pressure from otherwise sympathizing socialist European governments.
255. A few states have pointed to the Commission's partiality in political matters, which
may also apply in regard to abortion advocacy. See Control of Legality in the Prac-
tice of Authorities of the Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. (Arts. 41 and 44-51 of the
American Convention on Human Rights) and Advisory Opinion OC-19/05, Inter-
Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) No. 19, 13. (Nov. 28 2005), available at http://www.
corteidh.or.cr/docs/opiniones/seriea-19_esp2.pdf (in Spanish only).
256. Statute of the Inter-Am. Ct. H.R., supra note 37.
257. Statute of the Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R., supra note 37.
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The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights2 5 8 on incompatibili-
ties all contain similar provisions. Abortion rights advocacy, that is, advo-
cacy to breach the Convention, therefore constitutes such an activity and
creates serious incompatibilities for Commissioners and judges who en-
gage in it.
These norms have particular relevance for current Commission mem-
bers who are in the process of applying the Convention in the IVF peti-
tions against Costa Rica and other pending petitions affecting the right to
life from conception. Emphatic abortion advocacy such as that described
in the previous section constitutes direct evidence that some Commission-
ers and judges cannot possibly interpret the Convention's text "in good
faith" as required by international rules of interpretation. 259
Likewise, the existence of prejudice on a pro-choice reading of article
4(1) of the American Convention may affect a Commissioner's good faith
in protecting the right to life from conception as mandated by article 4(1).
Current Commission President Dinah Shelton, for instance, wrote an arti-
cle where she agreed with Baby Boy's ultimate finding that the American
Declaration did not protect the unborn child from abortion, even though
she believed that the Commission's reasoning was deeply flawed and that
the IACHR should have relied on a different analysis, discussing a "bal-
ance" of maternal rights and fetal rights rather than original intent.260
Thus, the fact that she is currently hearing the IVF petitions against Costa
Rica and may be hearing other petitions affecting the unborn child's right
to life from conception leaves little doubt as to what her recommenda-
tions would be.
For Inter-American Court judges, prejudice and lack of good faith may
justify recusals, impediments and disqualification, according to the
Court's Statute 26 1 regulations. Article 19 (1) of the Court Statute states:
"Judges may not take part in matters in which, in the opinion of the
Court, they or members of their family have a direct interest or in which
they have previously taken part as agents, counsel or advocates, or as
members of a national or international court or an investigatory commit-
tee, or in any other capacity." This provision would also apply to judges
who have represented or worked for abortion lobbies or who have pro-
moted abortion rights from non-governmental, governmental or intergov-
258. Rules of Procedure of the Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. supra note 183.
259. See Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties art. 32, May 22, 1963 1155 U.N.T.S.
331, 8 I.L.M. 679, at article 31(1).
260. See Dinah Shelton, Abortion and Right to Life in the Inter-American System: The
Case of Baby Boy, 2 Hum. Rrs. L.J. 309, 310, 316 (1981), where Shelton supports
the Commission's finding that the United States did not violate Baby Boy's right
to life in spite of pointing out the resolution's multiple flaws and arguing that its
conclusions had been reached through "questionable reasoning, faulty analysis and
little or no attention paid to the usual canons of construction of international
documents."
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ernmental boards, committees, courts or academic institutions. Those
judges should be prevented from hearing cases on the unborn child's right
to life, either through recusal or disqualification. 262
Transparency and accountability of the Commission and the Court
before the O.A.S. and the states parties to the American Declaration and
the American Convention is essential for the preservation of that body's
integrity and legitimacy. When individual Commissioners and Court
judges wish to reverse human rights protection granted by Latin Ameri-
can and Caribbean states to the unborn child under article 4(1), states
parties to the Convention should ensure accountability of individuals in
these positions as well as their recusal when necessary. Both the Com-
mission and the Court present annual reports to the OAS General As-
sembly and periodically publish their reports on individual petitions.263
On those occasions, among others, states parties should make sure the
lawmaking process in the Inter-American system remains a faculty of
state parties to the O.A.S. and not the arbitrary and unilateral interpreta-
tion of individuals who wish to turn the taking of unborn children's lives
into a human right, in stark contradiction with the object and purpose of
the American Convention.
C. INTERNATIONAL ABORTION LOBBIES: CREATING PARTNERSHIPS
AND APPLYING PRESSURE ON STATES PARTIES
For the past few decades, several international abortion lobbies have
exerted varying degrees of influence on the Inter-American system on
human rights when promoting the creation of abortion rights in Latin
America and the Caribbean. Abortion rights advocates have sought to
use the IACHR as a platform to persuade states parties to the American
Convention that they are bound by inexistent treaty obligations to legal-
ize and publicly fund abortions, while celebrating them as human rights.
For instance, the Center for Reproductive Rights itself has admitted to
having "used" the Commission to promote, from an individualistic ap-
proach to human rights, an unrestricted right to abortion and artificial
reproductive technologies that most Latin-American nations have not
recognized.264
In the last few years, many of these organizations, often U.S.-based,
such as Center for Reproductive Rights, CEJIL, CLADEM, the Interna-
tional Planned Parenthood Federation (Western Hemisphere Region),
IPAS and Catholics for Choice, often U.S.-based, have represented them-
selves as human rights defenders and built partnerships with the IACHR,
becoming its main advisors on abortion. Even though they are non-gov-
262. See article 21 of Rules of Procedure of the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights, supra note 183.
263. See articles 41, 49-51 and 65(g) of the American Convention, which mandate an-
nual reporting to the O.A.S General Assembly and individual states parties in-
volved in the petition system.
264. 108 CONG. Riec. 149, 175 (2003) at E2535, 2542.
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ernmental, privately-funded organizations, their views and creative inter-
pretations of the American Convention have been allowed to prevail in
individual petitions like Paulina and thematic reports like Access to Ma-
ternal Health Services from a Human Rights Perspective.265 In addition,
these like-minded non-governmental organizations currently monopolize
the public hearing system at the IACHR, along with their local affiliates,
where they report to the IACHR on alleged violations of reproductive
rights, invariably including protection of the right to life from conception
as one of them.2 6 6
The Center for Reproductive Rights, a U.S.-based abortion lobby, 267
has become the primary promoter of abortion rights before the Inter-
American system. Along with its local affiliates, CRR has introduced at
least two petitions before the Inter-American Commission, including
Paulina and has participated at most of the thematic hearings on repro-
ductive rights before the IACHR, held twice a year by the IACHR,
where they have advocated for abortion rights in several Latin American
countries. In addition, the CRR filed an amicus brief in favor of the peti-
tioner in Petition 12.361, arguing that the state violated the right to
health, to form a family, to privacy, and to benefit from scientific pro-
gress, recognized under international law. 2 6 8 In October 2008, the organ-
ization brought another petition against Costa Rica, A.N. v Costa Rica,269
alleging a violation of the Convention where a woman carried to term her
severely disabled unborn child (a stillbirth) which, they allege, affected
both her mental and physical health. No report has yet been issued on
the petition.
In the United States, where abortion is widely available, CRR litigates
impact cases to further liberalize abortion and advocate for a complete
deregulation of "abortion services," which it refers to as ordinary "medi-
cal services." 270 Its agenda includes challenging viability limits estab-
lished in Casey271 in order to further liberalize abortion up to the end of
pregnancy; challenging mandatory ultrasounds and waiting periods for
women considering abortion; challenging abortion clinic regulations, par-
265. Access to Maternal Health Services from a Human Rights Perspective, supra note
206.
266. See participants list, Inter-Am Comm'n H.R., http://www.cidh.oas.org/prensa/pub-
lichearings/advanced.aspx?Lang=EN.
267. See Center for Reproductive Rights, Safe and Legal Abortion is a Woman's
Human Right, http://reproductiverights.org/en/document/safe-and-legal-abortion-
is-a-womans-human-right.
268. Amicus Brief filed in support of Ana Victoria Sinchez Villalobos and others v.
Costa Rica, Amici Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R., Center for Reproductive Rights,
available at http://reproductiverights.org/en/case/ana-victoria-s%C3%Alnchez-vil-
lalobos-and-others-v-costa-rica-amici-inter-american-commission-on-huma.
269. Center for Reproductive Rights, Annual Report, 11 (2008), http://reproductiver-
ights.org/es/centro-de-prensa/se-presenta-petici%C3%B3n-ante-
comisi%C3%B3n-interamericana-de-derechos-humanos-reclamando-el.
270. Communication to UN Human Rights Defender Representative, Center for Repro-
ductive Rights, http://reproductiverights.org/en/document/center-communication-
to-un-special-rapporteur.
271. Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992).
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ticularly, anti-coercion statutes; repealing parental involvement in abor-
tions by minors and abortion counseling; increasing public funding for
abortion and deregulating the abortion industry, among others.272 Fur-
thermore, CRR fights human life amendments to state constitutions, that
is, constitutional amendments that recognize the unborn child as a person
or enunciate a right to life from conception. 273 In Michigan, CRR suc-
ceeded in its judicial challenge of a democratically-adopted law, the Legal
Birth Definition Act, recognizing fetal rights and prohibiting second tri-
mester and late-term abortions.274
Some of their recent lobbying in the United States involves seeking
decriminalization of partial-birth abortions, a procedure that late U.S.
Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D-NY) likened to infanticide and so
egregiously brutal that the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a legislative ban
on it in 2007.275 Additionally, in 2009, CRR litigated a case against the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), decided on March 23, 2009
by U.S. District Court judge, Edward Korman, who ordered the agency to
permit the manufacturer to make plan B, an abortifacient drug, available
to underage girls over the counter, without prescriptions, parental con-
sent or notification requirements. 276
Internationally, the CRR takes pride in promoting the legalization of
abortion across the globe by working with more than fifty organizations
in forty-four nations including countries in Africa, Asia, East Central Eu-
rope, Latin America and the Caribbean.277 In Latin America, CRR
boasts of being at the forefront of abortion litigation in thirteen countries:
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Sal-
vador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua and Peru.2 78
In the region, CRR supports litigation aimed at legalizing or liberaliz-
ing several forms of abortion in at least five different countries.279 In
2008, CRR supported the approval of abortion at will during the first
272. US Abortion Restrictions Overview, Center for Reproductive Rights, http://
reproductiverights.org/en/project/us-abortion-restrictions-overview. See also 108
CONG. Ric. 149 at E2540 (2003). See also CRR Communication to UN Human
Rights Defender Representative, available at http://reproductiverights.org/en/docu-
ment/center-communication-to-un-special-rapporteur, where CRR refers to mal-
practice regulations, civil penalties or criminal sanctions on abortionists are
"insidious laws" that prevent them from running their practice in a regular and
profitable manner. In CRR's view, abortionists should not be subject to liability
like other medical professionals. They should not be held accountable for their
surgeries' effects on women, and much less, on unborn children, because, as CRR
itself admits, "an abortion causes harm to the fetus by definition."
273. See Communication to UN Human Rights Defender Representative, supra, note
272.
274. Accomplishments, CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE RIGi-rrs, http://reproductiverights.
org/en/about-us/accomplishments; Northland Family Planning Clinic, Inc. v. Cox,
487 F.3d 323 (6th Cir. 2007).
275. See Gonzales v. Carhart, 550 U.S. 124 (2007).
276. Center for Reproductive Rights, Annual Report, supra note 269, at 5.
277. See Center for Reproductive Rights, http://www.reproductiverights.org/.
278. Latin America and the Caribbean, Center for Reproductive Rights, http://repro-
ductiverights.org/en/our-regions/latin-america-caribbean.
279. Center for Reproductive Rights, Annual Report, supra note 269, at 25.
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trimester in the Mexican Federal District before the Supreme Court,
along with Amnesty International 280 and supported the Nicaraguan Coa-
lition for abortion rights as amicus curiae before the Nicaraguan Supreme
Court.2 8 1 Likewise, it intervened as amicus curiae in judicial challenges
to abortifacients, so-called emergency contraception, in Ecuador, Colom-
bia and Chile. 2 8 2
Additionally, CRR has brought individual complaints against several
Latin American countries before other international human rights bodies
besides the IACHR, such as U.N. treaty monitoring bodies. The Center
brought an individual complaint, K.L. v. Peru,283 before the U.N. Human
Rights Committee and Alyne da Silva Pimentel v. BraziPM before the
CEDAW Committee, where it obtained sympathetic, non-binding expert
committee recommendations in favor of abortion rights. In 2009, it filed
another complaint against Peru before the U.N. Committee on the Elimi-
nation of Discrimination against Women: L.C. v. Peru, involving a thir-
teen-year-old pregnant child whose alleged right to "therapeutic"
abortion CRR seeks to affirm. 2 8 5
CRR partners in Latin America include, among others, CEJIL,
CLADEM, International Planned Parenthood Federation (Western
Hemisphere Region) and IPAS. 2 8 6 In conjunction with CRR, CLADEM
brought K.L. v. Peru before the United Nations Commission on Human
Rights, hoping to force Peru and other Latin American states to provide
unrestricted abortions.287 CLADEM consistently reports to international
human rights committees on states' failure to legalize and liberalize dif-
ferent forms of abortion. For instance, at one of the 2008 CEDAW Com-
mittee sessions, CLADEM submitted alternative country reviews for
both El Salvador and Uruguay, declaring that Uruguay must legalize
abortion. . ." in accordance with CEDAW" and demanded that El Salva-
dor "reform abortion legislation." 2 8 8
CLADEM also advises like-minded OAS bodies, such as the Commit-




283. See CRR report on K.L. v. Peru, available at http://reproductiverights.org/en/case/
ki-v-peru-united-nations-human-rights-committee.
284. See CRR report on Alyne da Silva Pimentel v. Brazil at http://reproductiverights.
org/en/case/alyne-da-silva-pimentel-v-brazil-committee-on-the-elimination-of-dis-
crimination-against-women.
285. L.C. v. Peru, (UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Wo-
men), Center for Reproductive Rights (July 8, 2009), http://reproductiverights.org/
en/case/lc-v-peru-un-committee-on-the-elimination-of-discrimination-against-
women.
286. Partners, Center for Reproductive Rights, http://reproductiverights.org/en/re-
sources/partners.
287. Karen Noelia Llantoy HuamAin v. Peru, Comm. No. 1153/2003, U.N. Doc. CCPR/
C/85/D/1 153/2003 (2005).
288. Samantha Singson, CEDA W Meets in Geneva and Zeroes in on Abortion, C-FAM,
(Oct. 23, 2008), http://www.c-fam.org/fridayfax/volume-11/cedaw-meets-in-geneva-
and-zeroes-in-on-abortion.html.
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up Mechanism for the Belem do Pard Convention). The Committee, akin
to the United Nations CEDAW Committee in their ability to make gen-
eral recommendations to states parties under the Belem do ParA Conven-
tion,289 but without the jurisdiction to hear individual complaints against
them, has, in the past, distorted maternal mortality statistics to justify its
recommendations to legalize abortion, based on CLADEM's advocacy
materials. 290
Furthermore, CLADEM and CRR now claim their abortion advocacy
should enjoy legal protection normally reserved for human rights advo-
cates and claim that both their NGOs as well as private abortion provid-
ers should be recognized as human rights defenders. On October 28,
2008, CRR, HRW and CLADEM held a thematic hearing before the
IACHR in which they claimed to enjoy human rights defenders status
when carrying out their abortion activism activities. 291 The CLADEM
representative asked for "special protection measures" to be ordered by
the Commission for abortion activists in Nicaragua, who demand the Nic-
araguan government legalize abortion. 292 The following day, HRW,
along with CRR and CLADEM also urged the Commission to press the
United States on providing special protection for individuals who per-
form abortions and their clinics, recognizing them as actual human rights
defenders, and to urge the U.S. government to make abortion procedures
affordable for both abortionists and their patients.293 A month before, in
July 2008, CRR submitted a letter to the U.N. Special Representative for
Human Rights Defenders, demanding U.N. recognition for abortion lob-
byists and particularly for American late-term abortionists as "human
rights defenders." 294 In that communication, CRR complained about the
moral opposition they found on their quest to forcing states to recognize
a "right to abortion" and stigmatized abortion opponents as "threats" to
their quest for "women's rights." 295 They argued that the U.S. govern-
ment had failed to protect them from pro-life groups and, on that basis,
asked the U.N. Special Representative to assist them in silencing pro-life
289. See Organization of American States, Inter-Am. Comm'n on Women, http://www.
oas.org/cim/english/MESECVI.Index.htm.
290. See, e.g., Preliminary Report on Implementation of the Recommendations,
MESECVI/CEVI/doc.94/09.ing and Questionnaire, question 10(e), MESECVI/




291. Thematic hearing, supra note 211.
292. Id.
293. Americas: Women's Rights Defenders Seek Protection, HUMAN Ricars WArCH
(Oct. 29, 2008), http://www.hrw.org/legacy/english/docs/2008/10/29/americ20090.
htm.
294. See Center for Reproductive Rights, Communication to UN Human Rights De-
fender Representative, available at http://reproductiverightsorg/sites/crr.civicac-
tions.net/files/documents/CRRCommunication %20_01-27-09.pdf.
295. Id.
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speech and encouraging states to strike down all legal regulations on
abortions.296
Likewise, IPAS, 297 one of the most notorious abortion providers-not
just an ordinary lobby-in the developing world, appeared as a human
rights organization in several hearings before the IACHR. Recently, on
March 28 of 2011, IPAS, along with other local NGOs, 2 9 8 appeared
before the IACHR in a hearing entitled "Reproductive Rights of Women
in Latin America and the Caribbean," demanding legalization of all
forms of abortion in the region, explicitly including eugenic abortion and
abortion rights for minors, among others.299 Previously, in October 2007,
they also presented in a hearing on women's sexual and reproductive
rights, where they demanded the Commission condemn Nicaragua's com-
prehensive abortion ban and declare it a human rights violation.300
IPAS's avowed mission is to train health care workers in abortion pro-
cedures, particularly in countries where abortion is prohibited by law.30 '
It also markets its signature product, the manual vacuum aspirator, a
handheld device created for the purpose of performing early abortions
where surgical abortions are unavailable or illegal. 302 Among its abortion
lobbying activities, IPAS successfully exerted pressure on the government
of Bolivia for the approval of Misoprostol (an abortion-inducing drug,
utilized by poor women in countries where abortion is illegal) for all ob-
gyn indications, including abortion.303 It also proposed legislative lan-
guage that would liberalize existing abortion regulations in the new Bo-
livian criminal code.304 In Uruguay, IPAS established and tested a
government protocol to advise women before and after abortion.305 In it,
women were instructed on the use of Misoprostol for abortion, in spite of
abortion being illegal in that country. 306
296. Id.
297. See IPAS, http://www.ipas.org/AboutUs.aspx (last visited Feb. 13, 2011).
298. Asociaci6n por los Derechos Civiles (ADC), Centro de Promoci6n y Defensa de
los Derechos Sexuales y Reproductivos (PROMSEX), Mesa por la Vida y la Salud
de las Mujeres, Grupo de Informaci6n y Reproducci6n Elegida (GIRE), IPAS
Centroam6rica, Campaila 28 de Septiembre, Agrupaci6n Ciudadana por la
despenalizaci6n del aborto terap6utico, 6tico y eugen6sico, Centro de Derechos de
Mujeres (CDM), Centro de Documentaci6n y Estudios (CDE), Colectiva Mujer y
Salud, Colectiva por el Derecho a Decidir, Comissio de Cidadania e Reprodugio
(CCR), MYSU, Mujer y Salud.
299. See Thematic Hearing, Reproductive Rights of Women in Latin America and the
Caribbean, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. 141 Period of Sessions, (Mar. 28, 2011), avail-
able at http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/audiencias/default.aspx?Lang=En.
300. See 131 Perfodo de Sesiones de la Comisi6n Interamericana de Derechos Huma-
nos, (Oct. 10, 2007), available athttp://www.cidh.org/audiencias/seleccionar.aspx.
301. See IPAS, Training, http://www.ipas.org/Topics/Training.aspx (last visited June 22,
2011).
302. IPAS, Frequently Asked Questions, http://www.ipas.org/Library/FAQs/Manual
VacuumAspiration.-_FrequentlyAsked Questions.aspx (last visited June 22,
2011).
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Even previously abortion-neutral human rights organizations, like
CEJIL, Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International, have engaged
in pro-abortion activism before the Commission during the past few
years. Even though, in 2002, Human Rights Watch declared that
"CEDAW does not take a position on abortion" 3 0 7 and, in 2005, Amnesty
International actually stated that "CEDAW does not address the matter
of abortion" and that "there is no generally accepted right to abortion in
international human rights law",3 0 8 both organizations now claim that
abortion is a human right. At national levels, HRW and Al have actively
advocated for withdrawing existing legal protections for unborn chil-
dren.309 In Mexico, for instance, HRW sent a letter to lawmakers in the
state of Puebla urging them to reject the human life amendment to the
state constitution, aimed at protecting the life of unborn children from
conception, like the American Convention.310 The plea was unsuccess-
ful. 3 11 Similarly, in 2009, Amnesty International issued a statement urg-
ing that the Dominican Republic Congress not implement a new penal
code restricting abortion,312 it issued a report claiming that Nicaragua's
2006 abortion ban violated the country's obligations under international
law and further stressed that abortion should be decriminalized in all cir-
cumstances, 313 and also criticized Peru's protection of the unborn child by
calling the legislation a violation of international human rights law and
referring to abortion as a "reproductive health service."3 14
Since at least 2005, CEJIL has participated in several hearings before
the IACHR where it promoted abortion as a human right under an al-
307. See HUMAN RiGirrs WATCII, Letter to Senate Foreign Relations Committee, July
29, 2002, available at http://www.hrw.org/press/2002/07/uscedawltr0730.htm.
308. See AMNESTY INTERNATIONAiL, A Fact sheet on CEDA W: Treaty for the Rights of
Women, available at http://www.amnestyusa.org/women/pdf/cedaw.pdf. See also
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, Women, Violence and Health available at http://www.
amnesty.org/en/library/asset/ACT77/001/2005/en/dom-ACT770012005en.html, or
http://rights.amnesty.org/es/library /asset/AMR41/009/2008/en/gYKlxlXr4BgJ ).
309. See, e.g., Devin Montgomery, Rights Group Urges Revision of Nicaragua Absolute
Abortion Ban, Juiusi, July 28, 2009, http://jurist.org/paperchase/2009/07/rights-
group-urges-revision-of.php; Sarah Miley, Rights Group Criticizes Ireland Abor-
tion Laws, JURIST, Jan. 28, 2010, http://jurist.org/paperchase/2010/01/rights-group-
criticizes-ireland.php.
310. HUMAN RiGIITs WATCH, Letter to the Representatives of the State of Puebla,
Mar. 13, 2009, available at http://www.hrw.org/en/news/2009/03/13/letter-represent-
atives-state-puebla.
311. Mexican State of Puebla Approves Pro-Life Form of Constitution, CATHlOLic NE ws
AGENCY, Mar. 16, 2009, http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/mexican state_
of puebla approves prolife from of constitution/.
312. AMNESTY INTENATIONAL, Public Statement, Dominican Republic: Constitutional
and Penal reforms should enhance women's rights, not limit them, April 24, 2009,
available at http://www.amnestyusa.org/document.php?id=ENGAMR270032009&
lang=e.
313. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, The Total Abortion Ban in Nicaragua, Women's Lives
Endangered, Medical Professionals Criminalized (2009), available at http://www.
amnesty.org/en/library/asset/AMR43/001/2009/en/ea2f24b4-648c-4389-91eO-fc5848
39a527/amr430012009en.pdf.
314. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, Fatal Flaws, Barriers to Maternal Health in Peru
(2009), available at http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/AMR46/008/2009/en/
442a4678-9f6d-4f91-9045-3c47198144d7/amr460082009eng.pdf.
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leged right to "voluntary and safe motherhood" 315 and as a supposed
remedy to high maternal mortality rates in Latin America.316 It has also
demanded that Costa Rica legalize IVF,3 17 that Mexico sponsor so-called
emergency contraception,318 and that Nicaragua legalize abortion in cer-
tain situations. In addition, CEJIL joined abortion lobbies such as IPAS
and Women's Link Worldwide in 2010, when it requested abortion as a
precautionary measure for Amelia, the pregnant cancer patient from
Nicaragua.319
Also among abortion lobbies with significant influence within the Com-
mission's NGO network is Catholics for Choice (CFC), which has partici-
pated in at least three hearings before the IACHR, demanding
legalization of abortion in Nicaragua 320 and further expansion of legal
and state-sponsored abortion in Colombia and Mexico. 321 The CFC, an
anti-Catholic organization, 322 was founded as an affiliate to the Religious
Coalition for Abortion Rights (now Religious Coalition for Reproductive
Choice).323 It currently enjoys an annual budget of $3 million USD, is
315. CENTER FOR JUSTICE AND INTERNATIONAl LAw, Latin American Women must
have Access to Sexual and Reproductive Health, 123 period of sessions (Oct. 14,
2005), available at http://cejil.org/comunicados/mujeres-latinoamericanas-deben-
acceder-a-su-salud-sexual-y-reproductiva.
316. CENTER FOR JUSICE AND INTERNATIONAL LAw, Nicaragua must Provide Medical
Treatment to Pregnant Cancer patient, (Mar. 3, 2010), available at http://cejil.org/
comunicados/nicaragua-debe-brindar-tratamiento-medico-a-embarazada-enferma-
de-cancer.
317. Latin American women must have access to sexual and reproductive health,
Center for Justice and International Law, supra note 315.
318. Id.
319. CENTER FOR JUSTICE AND INTERNATIONAL LAw, Critical Report on Human
Rights Situation in Nicaragua, (Jan. 01, 2007), available at http://cejil.org/comuni-
cados/informan-sobre-critica-situacion-de-derechos-humanos-en-nicaragua.
320. See Thematic Hearing, Human Rights Situation of Women in Nicaragua, Inter-Am.
Comm'n H.R. 141 Period of Sessions, (Mar. 25, 2011), available at http://www.cidh.
oas.org/prensa/publichearings/Hearings.aspx?Lang=En&Session=1 22&page=1.
321. Hearing on Institutional Violence against Women in Mexico, 137 Period of Ses-
sions (Nov. 05, 2009), available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/prensa/publichearings/
advanced.aspx?Lang=EN; see also Hearing on Situation of the Sexual and Repro-
ductive Rights of Women in Colombia, 138 Period of Sessions (Mar. 22, 2010),
available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/prensa/publichearings/advanced.aspx?Lang
=EN.
322. The CFC was founded in the United States in 1973 soon after Roe v. Wade, with
brother Joseph O'Rourke, a former Jesuit expelled from the Order in 1974, as its
first President. He was followed by Frances Kissling in 1980, a former abortion
clinic director and founding President of the National Abortion Federation. Ac-
cording to its own documents, CFC is integrated by dissenting Catholics who reject
Catholic teaching on abortion, sexual morality and the dignity of the human per-
son from the moment of conception. See CArilouics FoRz Ciioici, http://www.
catholicsforchoice.org/about/default.asp. The U.S. Conference of Catholic Bish-
ops, however, in 1993, and on many occasions after, declared that CFC is "not a
Catholic organization, does not speak for the Catholic Church, and in fact pro-
motes positions contrary to the teaching of the Church." See NCCB/USCC Presi-
dent Issues Statement on Catholics for a Free Choice, UNITED STATFS CONFERENCE
OF CAT1ouIc BIsijors, available at http://www.usccb.org/comm/archives/2000/00-
123.shtml.
323. Ri IGIOUS COALITION FOR REiPooucrvr Caioicl,, http://www.rcrc.org/ (last vis-
ited Feb. 13, 2011).
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headquartered in Washington, D.C., and holds international agencies in
several Latin American countries, Spain and Canada.324 Most recently,
CFC partnered with CEJIL, Amnesty International, Ipas and Women's
Link Worldwide when framing abortion rights as a legitimate response to
violence against women and demanding abortion rights for pregnant chil-
dren upon rape in Nicaragua. 3 2 5
At present, Catholics for Choice, along with CLADEM and Interna-
tional Planned Parenthood, are lobbying for the adoption of an American
Convention on Reproductive Rights that would include abortion as a
human right. 3 2 6 Among others, draft article 18 would provide for an un-
limited "right" to abort for both women and pregnant children, for any
and all reasons, at any time during pregnancy.3 2 7 Draft article 25(6)
would impose on states a duty to sponsor all abortion services, while
eliminating conscientious objection legal protections or clinic regula-
tions. 3 2 8 In May 2010, the draft proposal was launched at the O.A.S.
General Assembly in Lima, Peru. 3 2 9 But, the campaign has so far been
unsuccessful in getting sponsorship from any Latin American state that
would introduce a proposed text before the O.A.S. General Assembly.330
Common elements to the above organizations that currently exert in-
fluence and apply pressure on states parties through the Inter-American
system of human rights may be identified. Their essential demands
before the IACHR regarding abortion rights may be summed up as
follows:
- Abortion should be declared a human right and observed as such in
all Latin American and Caribbean states.
- Abortion should be publicly funded in all Latin American and Carib-
bean states and made available at public hospitals and clinics.
- States should promote abortion as a public health policy priority and
as a solution to high maternal mortality rates.
- States should authorize and pay for abortions to be performed on
any woman (including mentally disabled women), at any age (includ-
324. See CFC, http://www.catholicsforchoice.orglabout/default.asp; CFC INThRNA-
TIONAL PARINERS, http://www.catholicsforchoice.org/about/international/interna-
tionalpartners.asp.
325. In response, the state representatives pointed out existing policy reforms to facili-
tate adoption procedures. See Thematic Hearing, Human Rights Situation of Wo-
men in Nicaragua, Inter-Am. Comm'n H.R. 141 Period of Sessions, (Mar. 25,
2011), available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/prensa/publichearings/Hearings.aspx?
Lang=En&Session=1 22&page=1.
326. Inter-Am. Convention on Sexual and Reproductive Rights (May 2010), available
at http://www.convencion.org.uy.
327. Proposal for an Inter-Am. Convention on Sexual and Reproductive Rights, CAM-
PAIGN I-OR AN INTER-AMERICAN CONVENTION ON SEXUAL AND REPRCO)uuflvIEi




330. See generally Support the Inter-American Convention on Sexual Rights and Repro-
ductive Rights, LATIN AM. & CARIBBEAN WOMEIN's HEAI TI! NiT'WORK, Mar. 2,
2011, http://www.reddesalud.org/news/actl-int.php?id=223.
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ing pregnant children under eighteen), for any reason, at any and all
stages of pregnancy, and by any and all methods (without considera-
tion given to fetal pain).
- Parental consent and parental notification requirements should be
abolished.
- An unborn child's disability or a mother's health complications
should be universally accepted as a legal justification for "therapeu-
tic" abortion.
- Abortion counseling or informed consent requirements that may dis-
suade a woman from aborting her unborn child should be prohibited
by law.
- Artificial reproductive technologies should be declared a reproduc-
tive right in the region. Like abortion, they should be publicly
funded, unregulated and promoted as "medical treatment" for
infertility.
- Human life amendments that recognize the unborn child as a person
from the moment of conception should be declared violations of wo-
men's rights by international human rights bodies.
- International abortion lobbies like CRR, IPAS, CLADEM and
CEJIL should enjoy "human rights defenders" status and their ensu-
ing legal protections, such as being granted precautionary measures
when promoting abortion.
- Moral or religious opposition to abortion should be excluded from
consideration in public policy-making and from public debate on the
subject.
Unless the IACHR and states parties support all of the above, they will
be persistently told that women's reproductive rights or women's "access
to reproductive health" in the region is being undermined. Unless the
Commission and the Court create an absolute right to take the unborn
child's life, international abortion lobbies will continue to argue that that
Latin American and Caribbean states need to comply with all of the
above and that anything else would be a violation of international human
rights law.
Abortion lobbies' demands in the 2010 hearing "Situation of the Sexual
and Reproductive Rights of Women in Colombia" illustrate the latter
point.3 31 During the Commission's 138th period of sessions, a Colombian
abortion advocates coalition, led by Catholics for Choiceand integrated
by Corporaci6n Humanas, Corporaci6n Sisma-Mujer, Grupo de Der-
echos Sexuales y Reproductivos, GA Juris-Generistas, Fundaci6n
Ori6ntame and the Red Nacional de Mujeres, Red de Empoderamiento
de Mujeres de Cartagena y Bolivar, Organizaci6n Conmujer de Florencia
CaquetA, appeared before the Commission and focused on obstacles to
the further expansion of already permissive abortion laws in Colombia.
Even though the Colombian Constitutional Court legalized abortion in
331. Colombia Reproductive Rights Hearing, supra note 321.
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2006 under a broad range of circumstances, 332 the abortion advocates co-
alition complained that there were not enough abortions in Colombia.
They presented statistics showing there were 649 abortions in 2009 (123
of which they had cooperated with), apparently too low a number.333 The
NGOs reported that an astounding sixty-one percent of abortions in Co-
lombia were eugenic abortions, that is, abortions of disabled children,
nineteen percent of all abortions were carried out under the "therapeu-
tic" requirement and nineteen percent of them under the rape
requirement.334
Even though the Beijing Conference stated abortion should never be
used as such, the Catholics for Choice and its partners also referred to
abortion as a method of family planning during the hearing.335 They de-
manded that all forms of abortion be publicly funded by Social Security,
including abortifacient drugs. 336 A demand for wider availability of state-
sponsored abortion methods was emphasized, allegedly because most
abortions in Colombia are performed by D&C (dilation and curettage)
which, they admitted, places women's life at risk, as indicated by
WHO. 3 3 7 They also demanded that amniocentesis and other tests for ge-
netic disability be mandatory and paid for by the government. 338
In addition, CFC and its partners also objected to any regulation of
abortion in Colombia, except if destined to facilitate it.339 Unhappy with
the appointment of Ilva Hoyos, the founding president of Red Futuro
Colombia (a pro-life organization) as the Procuradora for Childhood,
Adolescence and Family, the NGOs issued a "red alert" amongst them-
selves when she regulated the sale of abortifacients. On March 18th, a
few days before the IACHR hearing, Women's Link filed a complaint
before the Supreme Court against the Procurador (equivalent to an At-
torney General) for the investigation of reversals in women's rights alleg-
edly caused by Hoyos.340 At the hearing, the state argued such regulation
was in line with the Constitutional Court's verdict, which asserted that
332. Informe De Vigilancia a la Sentencia C-355 (May 10, 2006), available at http://
www.procuraduria.gov.co/descargas/AA%201NFORME%20VIGILANCIA%20
SUPERIOR%20SENTENCIA%20C-355%20de%202006%20VERDEF%20PDI
AF%5B1 %5D.pdf. The Constitutional Court of Colombia legalized eugenic abor-
tion under broad exceptions, such as when necessary to preserve the life or health
of the woman, in cases of severe fetal disability that is "incompatible with life,"
rape, incest or error in an IVF procedure. The Court also legalized the eugenic
abortion of "malformed" or disabled fetuses.
333. Colombia Reproductive Rights Hearing, supra note 321.
334. Id. These statistics are confirmed by Procuraduria General de la Nacion, Informe
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the state may choose to encourage other methods of family planning. 341
Finally, the Colombian abortion lobbies present at the hearing also ob-
jected to patients' informed consent and waiting periods.342 Opposed to
women getting information on abortion's risks to women's health, post-
abortion consequences or pain management, they suggested patients' sole
exposure to materials be to "pro-choice" information. 343 Furthermore,
worried that waiting periods for medical diagnoses, evaluation by medical
boards or medical ethics committees may lead women to change their
minds on getting an abortion or delay such decision, abortion advocates
demanded the abolition of the said waiting periods and immediate access
to abortion for all women, including minors.344 In response, the state
representative indicated the regulations attempted to protect women's
liberty interest in informed decisions as well as the unborn child's right to
life, especially for women who chose to carry their pregnancy to term and
keep their children. 345
The above descriptions of abortion lobbies' unreasonable claims and
demands are indicative of why they have been generally unable to
achieve liberalization of abortion domestically through democratic
means. For that reason, these organizations now seek to use international
human rights bodies, such as the IACHR, where some individuals sympa-
thize with their pro- abortion views, in order to impose a right to abortion
in Latin American and Caribbean countries, where traditional societies
normally reject it. These NGOs are currently attempting to influence the
IACHR, as well as other international human rights bodies, 346 seeking
the Commission's cooperation with the imposition of false state obliga-
tions to create abortion rights.
Nevertheless, Commission members and states parties ought to keep in
mind that NGO advocacy for abortion rights does not create interna-
tional law in any form whatsoever. Commissioners who intend to law-
fully apply article 4(1) of the Convention should be reminded that they
are under no duty to cooperate with their agendas, because abortion is
not a human right and abortion advocates are not human rights defend-






346. Engaging United Nations' Systems to Implement U.S. Human Rights Obligations,
CENrER 17OIR REPRODUCHVE RIGTi's (Mar. 05, 2009), available at http://reproduc-
tiverights.org/en/project/engaging-united-nations%E2%80%99-systems-to-imple-
ment-us-human-rights-obligations.
347. Because abortion is not an internationally recognized human right in the Inter-
American system of human rights, those who perform or promote abortion cannot
be considered "human right defenders" pursuant the Declaration on the Right and
Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Pro-
tect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. See Dec-
laration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of
Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fun-
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unfettered violations of the right to life of unborn children as human
rights is fundamentally in contravention with the object and purpose of
the American Convention and should be denounced and countered by
Commissioners as well as states parties to the American Convention.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
States parties to the American Convention granted explicit protection
to unborn children's right to life from conception in article 4(1), funda-
mentally protecting them from any acts that intentionally cause their
death. 348 The Inter-American Court has effectively applied this provision
by candidly recognizing the unborn child as a "child", by generally ac-
knowledging abortion as a human rights violation and by affirming pre-
natal rights through its jurisprudence, as described in section III.
The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, on the other hand,
has been relatively inconsistent in its treatment of the unborn child's pro-
tection from different forms of abortion. At certain points in time, de-
pending on its composition, some of its thematic and country reports
have promoted the unborn child's right to life by condemning some forms
of abortion, including elective abortion. Recently, in 2010, the IACHR
declined to create a right to so-called therapeutic abortion in PM 43-10
"Amelia", a precautionary-measures request against Nicaragua.349 On
the other hand, since Baby Boy v. United States, many IACHR reports
evince a tendency to favor right to life exceptions for abortion or even
abortion rights themselves. The Commission has so far issued one non-
binding resolution, a friendly settlement report and two admissibility re-
ports, examined in section IV, in which it attempted to undermine the
Convention's protection of the right to life from conception and ulti-
mately promote the creation of abortion rights in the Inter-American sys-
tem of human rights. Still, it has not published any article 50 (merits)
reports, its most formal type of resolution, suggesting a state obligation to
legalize abortion.
IACHR reports have so far been unsuccessful in actually creating inter-
national abortion rights, given the Commission's quasi-judicial nature and
its inability to issue legally binding opinions or authoritative interpreta-
tions of the American Convention. Nevertheless, the Commission has ef-
fectively exerted its political influence to force individual states like
Mexico and Costa Rica to legislate in favor of abortion rights- an inexis-
tent duty according to the American Convention.
The Commission's bias in favor of creating abortion rights in spite of
the Convention's patent protection of the right to life from the moment
of conception may be explained by the influence of individual Commis-
damental Freedoms (hereinafter U.N. Declaration on Human Rights Defenders),
A/RES/53/144 available at http://www2.ohchr.orglenglish/issues/defenders/declara-
tion.htm
348. See American Convention, supra note 1, at art. 4(1).
349. Precautionary Measures, supra note 193.
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sion members who engage in abortion rights activism, advised by like-
minded international abortion lobbies. At present, some Commission
members (as well as some Inter-American Court judges) engage in abor-
tion advocacy aimed at de-recognizing the right to life from conception
granted by states parties upon the approval of the American Convention,
an incompatibility that prevents them from carrying out good-faith inter-
pretations of the American Convention in this matter. In addition, the
IACHR works closely with several international abortion lobbies that
routinely pressure Latin American and Caribbean states to authorize and
sponsor abortion in its different forms, thus effectively supporting and
endorsing their activities.
These attempts to disentitle unborn children from right to life protec-
tion have so far been unsuccessful, but need to be denounced and coun-
tered by other Commissioners and judges who intend to uphold a lawful
interpretation of the Convention and, more importantly, need to be chal-
lenged by states parties that want to preserve human rights protection of
unborn children from the moment of conception as granted by them upon
the Convention's adoption. Finally, states parties ought to keep in mind
that even though individuals, NGOs, and even the IACHR in some in-
stances may be pressuring for the creation of abortion rights, only states
can impose obligations on themselves, and the only obligation states par-
ties to the American Convention have so far assumed is that of protecting
the right to life from the moment of conception.
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